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Abstract

Increasing demands for positioning has resulted in the emergence of numerous algorithms
to cope with this field’s various challenges (e.g. Multipath and NLOS phenomena). As part
of a research group that focuses on positioning, it is of great interest to compare some of
these algorithms and investigate their performance under different circumstances. Since
each algorithm has different resource needs (processing power, RAM, etc.), it is necessary
to provide a general and highly flexible platform for the signal processing unit. This thesis
deals with the development of such a platform by employing a Field-Programmable Gate
Array (FPGA) for a five-channel IS-95 CDMA signal. As such, the high computational
tasks of the signal processing, Doppler removal and de-spreading modules, are
implemented inside the FPGA. The final receiver is tested in static mode to evaluate its
performance in acquisition and tracking of the signal while subjecting a negligible load on
the PC. Due to the logistic limitations, the receiver cannot be tested in dynamic situations;
however, it is shown that the receiver is able to track the signal code phase as long as the
code phase decision making algorithm is executed within 10 seconds.
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CHAPTER ONE

CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

1.1. Thesis Overview
During the last decade, advances in wireless technology have made the practical
implementation of various applications possible such as wireless mice and keyboards,
satellite televisions, home and office security systems and cell phones. One of these
developments is wireless location of mobile stations. Different services can take advantage
of wireless location such as roadside assistance, fleet management, asset tracking,
intelligent transportation system, and network resource management. Moreover, due to its
high demand, the Emergency-911 (E-911), a safety service for cell phones in the United
States, has been made compulsory by the U.S. Federal Communication Committee (FCC).

The main objective of a location system is to estimate the location of a Mobile Station
(MS) based on the information collected about its position (Caffery & Stüber 1998).
Different methods have been proposed for the positioning objective such as radiolocation,
dead reckoning, and proximity systems (Caffery 2002). Among these methods this thesis
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focuses on the radiolocation method that is widely used and has good position accuracy.
Currently, two main positioning systems are using radiolocation. One type is the Global
Navigation Satellite System (GNSS), a generic name to designate GPS, Galileo and other
satellite-based systems. In these systems, only the downlink transmission is used for the
positioning to provide unlimited capacity. Another type is the ground-based Cellular Base
Station system. This system can also be divided into two categories: Network-based and
MS-based. In the first category, which is also called the BS-based (Base Station) system,
the MS transmitted signal is processed within three or more BSs. These BSs forward the
information to a central location, where the position of the MS is calculated. In the MSbased systems, the MS calculates its position by using received signals from three or more
BSs (Messier & Nielsen 1999).

In either system, the position is found using radiolocation which measures one parameter of
the radio signal that travels between a set of transmitters and the MS. Depending on the
estimated parameters, different methods have been suggested1:
•

Received Signal Strength (RSS) is based on the premise that the power loss of the
received signal is inversely proportional to the distance squared that it traverses
from the transmitter to the receiver.

•

AOA (Angle Of Arrival) uses an antenna array to find out the direction of the
arrived signal.

1

Detail information on these methods is provided in Chapter 2. More information can also be found in (Lu
2007) and (Moghaddam 2007).
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TOA (Time Of Arrival) calculates the distance by measuring the time of arrival of
the received signal and converting the time delay into a range.

•

TDOA (Time Difference Of Arrival) is similar to TOA, but uses a differential
approach to remove the common errors (e.g. receiver clock bias) between different
paths. Additionally, it is not necessary to synchronize the MS with the BS using
TDOA.

•

A combination method such as AOA/TOA or AOA/TDOA, when more than one
parameter estimation is supported by the MS receiver.

In general, a MS receiver is composed of three main units: The RF unit, the Signal
Processing unit and the Position Solution unit. The RF unit is responsible for altering the
unprocessed signal into a format that can be used by the signal processing unit. The desired
information (e.g. TOA, AOA and TDOA) from this signal is then extracted by the Signal
Processing unit. Lastly, the information gleaned from the signal is used by a position
algorithm in the Position Solution unit to estimate the location (or/and velocity) of the
receiver. Figure 1 illustrates the connectivity of these units inside a MS receiver.

4
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Figure 1: MS receiver contains three main units for positioning

The final position estimation accuracy and the features of the entire system depend on the
functionality of the receiver’s units. Among these units, the development basis for the RF
and the position solution is clear. The RF unit has to be implemented in hardware,
regardless of employing any of the alternatives such as super-heterodyne or homodyne
approaches. Similarly, apart from the utilization of any of the proposed methods, the
Position Solution unit has to be implemented in software.

In contrast, the signal processing unit has the capability to operate on different platforms
(e.g. hardware, firmware1, or software) that allows for different components of the same
design to be implemented in a flexible manner. This feature enables designers to develop
the signal processing unit based on their specific objectives. However, it should be noted

1

In this thesis, the firmware is referred to the programs used for the FPGA and software is referred to the
programs used for the PC, microprocessor.
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that the final system performance can be heavily influenced by the signal processing
partitioning; thus, this stage should be handled with care.

As stated previously, a variety of options can be considered for the signal processing design
in a receiver, namely from Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) chips with high
performance and low power consumption features, to pure software-based designs with low
speed and high flexibility characteristics. Between these two extremes exist thousands of
different Programmable Logic Devices (PLDs) and Field Programmable Gate Arrays
(FPGAs). Since the selection of the signal processing design is a critical step, as it can have
a substantial influence over the system performance, it is worthwhile to investigate the
most important features of these different technologies, which are listed in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Comparison of different design choice (Parnell & Bryner 2004)

To achieve the highest performance, while consuming the lowest power1, ASICs are the
best choice. However, their long term fabrication process makes them less suited for certain
applications. Specifically, for small markets and research projects where the system volume
is low, the project budget is limited and the system needs to be made available within a
short period of time. Moreover, the fixed functionality of ASICs, which cannot be
1

Low power consumption is a key mobile equipment feature as it can extend the lifetime of the battery and
reduce both the equipment and battery size.
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modified, makes them less desirable for research purposes. Presently, the availability of
low cost, high density FPGAs provides an attractive alternative to ASICs.

Consequently, FPGAs and microprocessors (i.e. general purpose microprocessors) are two
practical options in most signal processing designs. They have many similar features as
shown in Figure 2. The major advantage of the microprocessor over the FPGA is its
capability to implement high complexity algorithms. However, for real-time applications,
FPGAs’ high level of parallelism and integrity result in higher performance than that of
microprocessors.

In a CDMA receiver, Doppler removal and de-spreading modules are the most
computationally demanding tasks. The high number of mathematical operations1 makes it
impossible for a microprocessor to perform these tasks in real-time. To reduce the
microprocessor load, two different approaches have been proposed. One approach is to use
more efficient algorithms and methods for the required computations, such as SingleInstruction Multiple-Data (SIMD) in specific MMX for x-86 processors (Charkhandeh et al
2006). Alternatively, a second approach to reduce the microprocessor load is to decrease
the number of required operations (Petovello & Lachapelle 2006). Either way, the
microprocessor is still the bottleneck for the system performance since its load remains
high (e.g. the microprocessor has to complete other tasks such as multipath mitigation,
position estimations, user applications etc).

1

multiplications and additions
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To overcome this problem, one can partition the signal processing unit and consider the
implementation of high computational tasks on a FPGA. Hill (2004) investigates the
implementation of three major components in such a receiver, namely Numerical Control
Oscillator (NCO), Low Pass Filter (LPF), and Phase Lock Loop (PLL), and uses a Xilinx
SPARTAN-II for this purpose.

Lück et al (2005) compare the baseband processing of a software receiver and FPGA-based
receiver for an ideal case (no Multipath). They show that under this circumstance both
receivers have almost identical results. However, unlike a FPGA-based receiver, the
software receiver cannot completely fulfill the Nyquist rate criteria because of its
insufficient processing power. Therefore, there is a reduction of 2.2 dB in the signal-tonoise-ratio due to the lower than Nyquist sampling rate.

Dovis et al (2005) implement a real-time hybrid FPGA/DSP platform Software Digital
Radio (SDR). The high computational operations such as carrier removal, correlation array,
the local carrier generator, and local code generator are implemented on the FPGA.
However, the lower data rate math-intensive operations such as code and carrier
discriminators and code and carrier loop filters are implemented on the DSP. They
evaluated their design by comparing the results of the hybrid SDR and the simulation.

At Konkuk University (Korea), the correlator, code generator and NCO have been designed
on the FPGA (Cho et al 2005). For the code generator, an on-chip FPGA RAM has been
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used. The designers use the Simulink1 to generate the VHDL code required for the FPGA.
The interface between the FPGA and the PC is accomplished by a PCI connection, while
verification has been done by comparing the results with the GP2021 receiver. An adaptive
filter is also implemented in the FPGA in front of the correlator to degrade the narrowband
interfaces.

From the above discussion, it becomes apparent that the FPGA provides a very convenient
and highly flexible platform for research projects where several features of the FPGA are
essential. First, as a field programmable device2, it can be programmed “in the field” (Wolf
2004). In other words, as soon as the design is completed, it can be programmed to the
FPGA and tested immediately. This is a vital element in research projects where the system
needs to be constantly changed and updated. Second, an FPGA is an excellent prototyping
vehicle. By using the FPGA in the final design, the jump from prototype to product is much
smaller and easier to negotiate. Third, the same FPGA can be used in several designs. This
reduces inventory costs of research projects. Lastly, the large number of the FPGA IOs and
the provided tools by the FPGA vendors (such as ChipScope by Xilinx) offer a huge
opportunity for testing the design.

1.2. Motivation
This thesis is a part of a larger project to estimate the position of an MS using the
MS-based approach in a ground-based system. The pilot channel of the IS-95 CDMA is

1
2

System generator software developed by Xilinx for those who do not have FPGA programming knowledge.
Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA)
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used for this purpose. As a research project, it has to support different radiolocation
methods1; thus, a multi-channel receiver is designed. Other investigators have contributed
to different parts of the main project. Lopez (2006) designed and implemented the RF unit
of the 5-channel CDMA receiver. Lu (2007) and Moghaddam (2007) proposed methods to
improve the accuracy of the positioning by mitigating multipath. Lu (2007) employed
MUSIC to estimate the LOS AOA and attenuate the NLOS signals by using beam forming.
Moghaddam (2007) assumed that, unlike multipath, the LOS signal is correlated in time
and space to coherently combine the different spatial and time observations. The
FPGA-based receiver has evolved through the above research projects to solve the
problems encountered with the previous versions of the receiver such as real-time code and
frequency tracking.

The focus of this work is to investigate the signal processing limitations of the current
receiver and develop a practical and highly flexible solution through using an FPGA.
Specifically, the large spreading factor of the IS-95 pilot signal (=215 chip/s) and the
simultaneous support of five channels are two key challenges to real-time signal
processing. For example, suppose a minimal system of five channels with an 8-bit
quantization and a Nyquist sampling rate of 2.4576 MS/s. To acquire and track 10 BSs per
channel, the system has to be capable of processing two Gigabits per second2. It should be
noted that part of the processor’s power is required for non-signal processing tasks such as
real-time interfacing with the RF unit and position calculation. Moreover, to detect weak

1
2

Refer to section 1.1.
10 (base stations) × 5 (channels) × 2 (I/Q) × 2 × 1.2288 × 106 (Nyquist rate) × 8 (bits) = 1.96608 Gb/s
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signals and to support a dynamic platform, a large record of data is needed. As shown in
Chapter 5, even for a 1 epoch of data record, the computational load is challenging for a
regular PC-based receiver. Furthermore, it is of the upmost importance that the research
project provides a flexible, high speed processing platform capable of supporting different
positioning algorithms (e.g AOA which uses an antenna array) and future system growth.

As explained earlier, in other receivers the real-time signal processing is achieved by
partitioning the signal processing unit to high computational tasks and low computational
tasks. Similar partitioning has been used in this project; as such, the most computationally
demanding tasks (Doppler removal and de-spreading modules) are implemented on an
FPGA.

1.3. Thesis Objective and Contributions
The main objective of this work is to design and implement a flexible platform for the
signal processing unit of a real-time multi-channel IS-95 CDMA pilot signal receiver. The
resulting receiver, which is able to track several BSs’ signals simultaneously, is an
innovative receiver structure that enables subsequent research into analysis of simultaneous
received CDMA signals. To the best of the writer’s knowledge, this is the first serious
attempt at the realization of such a platform. The major tasks of this thesis are:
1. Study the functionality of different partitioning for the signal processing unit and
propose proper partitioning between firmware and software based on the functions
of the receiver. In the final system, the correlator bank and the Doppler removal
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components are implemented on an FPGA, while the acquisition and part of the
tracking loop decision are implemented in the software.
2. Map the research requirements of an eventual multiple antenna receiver array, TOA,
position estimation into an implementable receiver design and associated
processing.
3. Study the different processing methodologies for the tracking procedure.
4. Design and implementation of the batch tracking procedure using correlation banks
in firmware.
5. Design and implementation of the sequential tracking procedure for receiver clock
drift in firmware.
6. Test the system with both simulated and real data in static mode.
7. Predict the system response in dynamic mode by investigating its limitations.
The contributions of this thesis are to design and implementation of the signal processing
unit on an FPGA and PC and integrate them with the RF unit to develop a 5-channel
CDMA instrumentation receiver.

1.4. Thesis Outline
The arrangement of this thesis is as follows:
Chapter 2 starts by introducing the CDMA IS-95, where the focus is on the pilot channel
characteristics and demodulation. Next, different methods of radiolocation are briefly
discussed. The chapter terminates with the clarification of two main estimation algorithms:
Least-Squares and the Maximum Likelihood.
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Chapter 3 includes the basic theoretical discussion of the signal processing modules in a
CDMA receiver. It covers the major components and methods of the signal processing unit,
such as ADC, acquisition, and tracking; thus, provides a fundamental basis for subsequent
chapters.

Chapter 4 narrows the discussion of the receiver to that used in this thesis (i.e. the PLAN
group receiver prototype). In this chapter, the main restrictions of the previously
implemented designs are explained. It concludes with the introduction of the design
proposed herein and a discussion of its practical aspects.

Chapter 5 covers the details of the design which consists of the methods used to develop
the code and frequency tracking algorithms. The code tracking is implemented by
extracting the CIR (Channel Impulse Response) using 50 samples correlation window. The
frequency tracking consists of two separate parts, one related to the frequency error caused
by the receiver motion and the other related to the frequency error caused by the receiver
clock drift. These parts are implemented on the PC and inside the FPGA respectively. The
chapter also discusses the practical challenges encountered during the receiver’s conception
and methods have been used to solve each. The chapter ends by showing the results of the
developed algorithms.

Chapter 6 concludes the thesis and provides a summary for possible future work. The
chapter ends by presenting the capability of the design to scale. An analysis is presented
that shows the necessary design modification in order to use it for satellite-based systems.
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CHAPTER 2: POSITIONING TECHNIQUES FOR
IS-95 CDMA SYSTEMS

To build a general and highly flexible receiver, it is necessary to determine its system
requirements; thus, it necessitates (i) a study of the IS-95 pilot channel characteristics and
(ii) an investigation of different positioning techniques. The first section of this chapter
gives a summary of the history and specifications of the CDMA IS-95 forward channel,
followed by a review of the pilot channel signal, its characteristics and demodulation. The
second section of this chapter reviews the main radiolocation positioning methods, their
system requirements, and gives a brief discussion regarding the two most commonly used
estimation algorithms, LSE and MLE.

2.1. CDMA IS-95
In 1989, the inadequate old analog standards, known as Advanced Mobile Phone Service
(AMPS), obliged the Telecommunication Industry Association (TIA) to accept the Time
Division Multiple Access (TDMA) technology as the radio interface standard. Nonetheless,
from the start it was apparent that the new technology was not sufficient for the continued
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growth of the wireless service. QUALCOMM Inc. then took the initiative and developed a
Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) system to meet TIA requirements. Eventually, in
1993 TIA accepted the Interims Standard-95 (IS-95) as the CDMA standard and named it
CDMAone (Harte et al 1999).

CDMA like other access techniques1 tries to share the available bandwidth efficiently by
using Spread Spectrum Modulation. Spread Spectrum originated in the military, and as
such, contains two specific features (Yacoub 2002): (i) the signal should not be detectable
by the enemy and (ii) the signal should be impervious to enemy interference. Contrary to
the other modulations, which try to minimize the required transmission bandwidth, Spread
Spectrum employs a transmission bandwidth much larger than the signal bandwidth.

With Spread Spectrum, frequency efficiency is achieved if a large number of users share
the available bandwidth. Two types of Spread Spectrum modulation are considered:
Frequency Hopped Spread Spectrum (FH-SS) and Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS). In both, a pseudo-random pattern generator is used to avoid interference between
signals from different users.

In FH-SS, the transmission frequency is periodically changed based on the pseudo-random
pattern generator output. Thus, the resulting signal can be considered as a data modulation
with time-varying, pseudorandom carrier frequency (Rappaport 2002). Alternatively, the

1

The other two are Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) and Frequency Division Multiple Access
(FDMA)
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pseudo-random pattern generator in DS-SS is used to change the phase of the information
signal pseudo-randomly. This is achieved by directly multiplying the information signal
with the output of the pseudo-random pattern generator. The IS-95 CDMA, which is the
focus of this thesis, uses the DS-SS modulation.

Td
t

Tc
Bd

Noise Floor

f
Bc

Figure 3: Spread Spectrum Modulation in Time and Frequency domain

2.2. Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DS-SS)
As previously stated, the frequency efficiency in DS-SS is achieved by spreading the
information data d (t ) (with bit rate of Bd ) with a much greater bandwidth random or
pseudo-random pattern pn(t ) (with bit rate of Bc , where Bc >> Bd ). The resulting signal

has a bandwidth of Bc + Bd ≈ Bc . Figure 3 demonstrates this modulation in the time and
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frequency domain. In the time domain (top), Td =

and Tc =

1
is the period of the information data
Bd

1
is the period of the pseudo-random pattern. In the frequency domain (bottom),
Bc

the signal is buried under the noise floor which is shown by a dashed line. Since the
pseudo-random pattern occupies a very large bandwidth, similar to the white noise, it is
also called pseudo-noise (PN) sequence (or code).

Several properties of the DS-SS make it suitable for digital voice communications:
1. No frequency planning: Since in DS-SS systems all users can share the same
spectrum at all time, the system does not have to assign frequencies to the users or
have any frequency planning.
2. Interference rejection: This is also referred to as Anti-Jam (AJM) feature and can
be considered from two aspects:
a. Internal Interference rejection: In DS-SS modulation, each user is assigned a
unique PN sequence. These sequences are approximately orthogonal to each
other. This means that each PN sequence has high auto-correlation and low
cross-correlation with other PN sequences. Therefore, the interference
between users inside a DS-SS system can be negligible as long as the
number of users does not exceed the system capacity threshold.
b. External Interference rejection: Spreading the signal over a wide bandwidth
makes the signal resistant against the external narrowband interference – this
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type of interference only has an effect on a small portion of the spectrum
(Rappaport 2002).
3. High Security: The noise-like appearance of the spreaded signal, while using low
average transmitting power, can hide the signal in the background noise. In other
words, the probability of detecting the signal by a third party is minimized; hence,
this feature is also referred as Low Probability of Intercept (LPI) (Proakis 2001).
4. Resistance to Multipath: A PN sequence does not only have a poor correlation
with other PN sequences, but also has a low correlation with its delayed versions.
This implies that the multipath, which is a delay version of the original PN
sequence, is considered as noise. This property is particularly useful for positioning
systems where location estimation accuracy is dramatically reduced by multipath.
However, it should be noted that multipath with a delay less than a chip period
cannot be ignored as it is correlated to the original signal.

2.3. CDMA Forward Channel
The IS-95 CDMA forward channel is composed of 63 potential traffic channels, a
synchronization channel, up to 7-paging channels and a pilot channel.
•

Traffic channels transfer customer voice and data and can support different data
rates of 1200, 2400, 4800, and 9600 bps (Rappaport 2002).

•

Synchronization channel sends synchronization information to the MSs.

•

Paging channels notify the MS of the incoming calls as well as send control signals.
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The Pilot channel is used as a coherent phase reference for demodulating other
channels.

Figure 4 depicts the IS-95 CDMA forward channel in a transmitter. The traffic and paging
channels undergo similar stages. At first, the data is encoded and is repeated, if required (to
maintain a constant bit rate). After it is encoded, the data is interleaved to overcome the
burst error problem in the channel in the Interleaver Block.

Next, the data, which at this point has a rate of 19.2 kbps, is scrambled by multiplying it
with the Long PN code. This code is a 242-1 chip sequence with chip rate of 1.2288 Mcps.
To match the rate of the Long PN code with the output of the Interleaver Block, a
decimator is used. The Long PN code is used as a unique identification for a call on both
forward and reverse channels.

The next step is similar for all the channels and assures the orthogonality of different users
and different channels in a cell. For this purpose, orthogonal codes known as Hadamard or
Walsh codes are used. These Walsh codes are generated using a Walsh function matrix,
defined as:

H1 = 0
 0 0
H2 = 

0 1 
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Figure 4: IS-95 CDMA forward channel (from Korowajczuk et al 2004)
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0 0 0
1 0 1 
0 1 1

1 1 0

H N
H 2N = 
H N

HN 
 , where N is a power of 2.
HN 

In a forward channel, a 64×64 Walsh matrix is used. Each 64-bit row of the matrix is
assigned to a channel. This indicates that 64 channels are available in each cell (BS). Some
of the Walsh sequences are already assigned. Specifically, the first row (Walsh code 0)
contains all ‘0’s, and is assigned to the pilot channel. Also, the Walsh code 32 is assigned
to the synchronization channel. In the instance of the paging, Walsh code 1 to 7 can be
used. Consequently, given the dedication of the physical channels to the predetermined IS95 forward channels, 55 to 61 channels can be used as traffic. Furthermore, the Walsh code
period is 52.083 µs, which is equal to one scrambled data chip length; thus, each data chip
is multiplied to one complete sequence of the Walsh code.

After the signal mapping and channel gain modules, the data from different channels are
combined. Following this, the data is spread by multiplying it by two PN codes with the
length of 215 chips. To distinguish this code from the Long PN code, it is referred to as a
Short PN code. Figure 5 depicts the final IS-95 CDMA forward channel structure.
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Figure 5: IS-95 CDMA forward channel structure

2.4. Pilot Channel
The Pilot channel generation circuit is repeated in Figure 6. As explained in the previous
section, the initial pilot channel and its corresponding Walsh code (Walsh 0) consist of all
zeros. This implies that after the spreading process, the final pilot channel is the short PN
code. For this reason, in IS-95 CDMA, the Short PN code is also referred to as the pilot
channel.

It is important to note that a unique Short PN sequence is assigned to all BSs. However, a
BS specific mask is used after the Short PN code generator, as shown in Figure 4, to
identify each BS in the cellular system. To create this BS specific mask, a time offset is
applied to the PN sequence; thus, BSs synchronization is required. This time
synchronization is accomplished by using a precise GPS receiver at each BS tower. To
avoid any conflict between adjacent cells, the offsets are allocated in a space margin of 64
chips.
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cos(2πf c t )
sin (2πf c t )

∑

Figure 6: Pilot Channel Generation circuit

The I and Q polynomials related to the Short PN codes are:
PI ( x) = x15 + x13 + x 9 + x 8 + x 7 + x 5 + 1

(2.1)

PQ ( x) = x15 + x12 + x11 + x10 + x 6 + x 5 + x 4 + x 3 + 1

Using the polynomial characteristics, the equivalent linear recursion to (2.1) equations are
(Rappaport 2002):

i[ n] = i[n − 15] ⊕ i[ n − 10] ⊕ i[n − 8] ⊕ i[ n − 7] ⊕ i[n − 6] ⊕ i[ n − 2]

(2.2)

q[ n] = q[ n − 15] ⊕ q[ n − 13] ⊕ q[n − 11] ⊕ q[n − 10]
⊕ q[ n − 9] ⊕ q[n − 5] ⊕ q[ n − 4] ⊕ q[n − 3]
where, ⊕ is the modulo-2 addition. Their corresponding Linear Feedback Shift Register
(LFSR) circuits are depicted in Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Linear Feedback Shift Register for generating Short PN code

Since the resulting codes of LFSR are 2 15-1 length, a zero will be inserted at the end of each
period. The new short code with the length of 215 is called a modified short code and has a
chip rate of 1.2288 Mcps (Etemad 2004). Each period of this code is called an epoch. To
obtain different offsets of the PN sequence, a different initialization code is used for the
LFSR.

2.4.1. Pilot Channel for Positioning
There are several reasons that make the pilot channel an appropriate candidate for
positioning:
1. As an un-modulated (no data) signal, it is easy to acquire.
2. It is continuously broadcasting by all BSs. This implies that it is always available
and no additional load is placed on the network if it is used for positioning.
3. Each BS sends the same pilot channel with a pre-defined code offset. This indicates
that the direct result of channel acquisition is the TOA.
4. Since it is used for demodulation of other channels, it has the highest power. This
increases the probability of finding a position solution.
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2.4.2. Pilot channel Demodulation
Correlator architecture is considered to be optimized for demodulating the pilot channel
corrupted in AWGN. The correlator consists of a multiplier and an integrator as shown in
Figure 8. To detect the pilot channel, this demodulator should be used for different delayed
versions of the locally generated pilot channel. This can be accomplished by integrating for
different quantity of k in Figure 8.

∑
Figure 8: Correlator demodulator – sliding correlate

The integration should be obtained over a portion of the code’s period and the pilot channel
code phase is detected by selecting the greatest output of the integrator. Assuming Ti is the
time dedicated for one integration period, the correlator has to increase the delay k by one
after each Ti . Since the received signal is periodic this structure also models the situation,
where the received signal is fixed while the PN code is sliding over it chip-by-chip. Hence,
this architecture is also known as a sliding correlator.

∑
Figure 9: Correlator demodulator – parallel correlator
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Although this structure is very resource efficient1, it is very slow. To increase the speed of
the demodulation, the architecture shown in Figure 9 can be used. Additionally, the
correlator demodulator speed can be further enhanced if a bank of correlators is used as
depicted in Figure 10.

∑
∑
...

∑
Figure 10: Bank of Correlators

The correlator’s coefficients ( PN 0 ,..., PN M −1 ) are being changed at each clock cycle and the
results of the multipliers are added together to produce the output of the correlator. This
structure reveals that the bank of correlators can be replaced by a bank of Linear Filters.
The impulse responses of these filters, which are known as the Match Filters, are the linear
function of different shifted-version of the pilot code. Figure 11 depicts a correlator circuit
with three sample integration time and its equivalent Matched Filter circuit.

1

It only employs one multiplier and one adder.
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3

∑

Figure 11: Correlator and its Matched filter equivalent circuit

2.5. Radiolocation
To locate the position of an object on the earth’s surface, different techniques have been
proposed such as dead reckoning, proximity systems and radiolocation (Caffery 2000). The
main goal is to find the position of the object of interest with respect to a known position,
also called as relative position estimation. Among different techniques, radiolocation is
widely used for subscriber location estimation.

The main objective of the radiolocation is to find the location of a Mobile Station (MS) by
measuring the distance between the MS and a set of BSs. For this purpose, different
methods have been suggested: Received Signal Strength (RSS), Angle Of Arrival (AOA),
Time Of Arrival (TOA), and Time Difference Of Arrival (TDOA). Under different
conditions and in different circumstances any of these methods (or a combination) can give
a more accurate result. Therefore, none of these methods can be assumed as the best. In any
case, the position can be found via two steps:
1. Acquire the required information by measuring one of the received signal’s
parameters such as the signal power (in RSS), the signal angle of arrival (in AOA),
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the signal time of arrival (in TOA), or the signal time difference of arrival (in
TDOA).
2. Estimate the MS position based on the acquired information. This can be
accomplished by using one of the well-known estimation algorithms such as LeastSquares (LS) or Maximum Likelihood (ML).
Generally, the ability to find the precise location of a MS greatly depends on the accuracy
of the information that has to be obtained before using any location estimation algorithm
(Caffery 2002). In the following sub-sections, the radiolocation methods will be briefly
explained.

2.5.1. Received Signal Strength (RSS) Method
The RSS method is based on the path loss effect of the radio signal broadcast from the BS,
where the strength of the signal is inversely proportional to the square of the distance
between the transmitter and the receiver. The Friis Equation shows the relation of the signal
power at the transmitter’s and receiver’s antenna (Cheng 1993):

PRx =

GTx .G Rx
λ 2
.(
) PTx
L
4π d

where

PTx : the transmitted power
GTx and GRx : the transmitter and receiver antenna gains, respectively

λ : the signal wavelength
d : the distance between transmitter and receiver
L : system loss factor (≥ 1, for free-space this is 1).

(2.3)
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The only unknown parameter d will be calculated after measuring the power of the signal
at the receiver. This formula can be used only for Line Of Sight (LOS) and is not a realistic
model for terrestrial propagation. The primary sources of error for RSS methods are
multipath fading and shadowing, which cause low accuracy results at best and faulty results
at worst (Caffery & Stüber 98).

2.5.2. Angle of Arrival (AOA) Method
In AOA, the direction of the received signal is estimated using directional antennas or
antenna arrays. In most applications, the direction is calculated by measuring the phase
difference between the antenna array elements. If the accuracy of the measurement is ± α
(i.e. α is the standard deviation), then the uncertainty in the resultant position will be
limited to 2α (Pahlavan et al 2000). This indicates that the accuracy of the AOA is severely

limited by the relative position of the MS and BSs (Figure 12).

2α

(x1,y1)

θ1

θ2

(x2,y2)

BS 1

BS 2
Figure 12: Angle of Arrival method
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Compared to other methods, AOA has two important advantages. First, a minimum number
of two BSs is sufficient for location estimation. Second, it does not require time
synchronization between the BSs and MS.

Conversely, the main disadvantage of the AOA method is its sensitivity to the propagation
environment, especially to the scattering near and around the MS and BS. This dramatically
limits the AOA accuracy in indoor applications. In the absence of LOS signals the antenna
array will lock on the reflected signal, which is unlikely to have the same direction as the
LOS (Caffery 2002). Also, though the minimum number of two BSs is enough for this
method, the estimation error can be reduced if more than two BSs are used. Furthermore,
there are some practical problems related to the AOA method. For instance, the size of the
antenna array has to be analogous to the signal wavelength. It is impractical to install such a
huge antenna array on MSs (Gua 2004). Even in network-based positioning, it is still a
challenge to install the antenna arrays in every BS tower (Sayed et al 2005).
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Figure 13: Time of Arrival Method

2.5.3. Time of Arrival (TOA) Method
In the TOA method the position of the MS is determined by measuring the time that it takes
for the signal to travel between a set of BSs and the MS. From a geometric point of view,
this can be seen as a set of circles around BSs, where the MS is located on the intersection
of these circles as shown in Figure 13. The advantage of this method is in its robustness to
multipath fading, while the main disadvantage is the necessity of MS to be time
synchronized with the BSs. As an example, consider applying the TOA algorithm to the
three BSs of Figure 13. The distance between MS and BSi can be obtained by
ri = (ti − t0−i ) c

(2.4)

where c is the speed of light, t 0 −i is the time of transmit of the signal from BSi and ti is the
time the signal is received at MS. Assuming ( xm , y m ) as the location of the MS, the
distance from BSi , located at the coordinate ( xi , yi ) , is calculated by:
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ri 2 = ( xi − xm ) 2 + ( yi − y m ) 2 = xi2 + yi2 + xm2 + y m2 − 2 xi xm − 2 yi y m

(2.5)

i = 1, 2, 3.

By calculating the subtraction of two pairs of equations (2.5):

r22 − r12 = ( x22 + y 22 ) − ( x12 + y12 ) − 2( x 2 − x1 ) xm − 2( y 2 − y1 ) y m

(2.6)

and

r32 − r12 = ( x32 + y32 ) − ( x12 + y12 ) − 2( x3 − x1 ) xm − 2( y3 − y1 ) ym

(2.7)

Now if we assume that BS1 is located at x1 = 0 , y1 = 0 , then after rearranging terms, one

has:

 x2
x
 3

y2   xm  1 ( x22 + y22 ) − r22 + r12 
= 
.
y3   ym  2 ( x32 + y32 ) − r32 + r12 

(2.8)

In general case, with n BSs, the location of the MS can be obtained by
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(2.9)

All of the variables in the right hand side of the equation (2.9) are known. Therefore, the
unknown variables of the MS position ( x m , y m ) can be calculated.

2.5.4. Time Difference of Arrival (TDOA) Method
In the TDOA method, instead of using the absolute TOA, the ‘time difference of arrival’ is
used. In this case, the circles around BSs in Figure 13 change to hyperbolic lines as seen in
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Figure 14. In this figure, r1 , r 2 , and r 3 are distances between MS and three base stations

of BS1, BS2, and BS3, respectively. Hence the MS is located on the intersection of the
r1 − r 2 = const
hyperbolic curves of 
. Compared to TOA, TDOA is more applicable
r 3 − r 2 = const

because it does not require MS-BS time synchronization.

Figure 14: hyperbolic system for TDOA method

2.6. Sources of Location Errors
The result of the radiolocation methods is a series of observables that are used to find the
distance between the receiver and transmitter. In an ideal case, the geometric interpretation
of the measured parameters can be used. For instance, in the TOA case, this results in
circles of possible position around each BS, while the intersection of multiple circles
indicates the probable MS location. This type of algorithms can work perfectly if there are
no measurement errors. However, as illustrated in Figure 15, the circles do not intersect at
one unique point if the measurement error exists. In reality with multiple sources of noise
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and interference, the geometric interpretation cannot be used. Therefore, statistical methods
have to be employed to find the location.

Figure 15: Radiolocation in the presence of measurement errors

Error sources can be classified in two groups; (i) errors related to the imperfect equipment
and methods (e.g. AOA, TOA, and TDOA) used to measure the location parameters
(Caffery 2002) and (ii) errors related to the propagation medium such as Multipath and
Non-Line Of Sight (NLOS) (Caffery 2002). The later group of errors are the more serious –
specifically those caused by multipath and NLOS.

Multipath refers to the phenomenon where the signal is reflected off of surrounding objects
between the BS and MS. When multipath exists, several copies of the same signal arrive at
the receiver. These signals have different amplitude, time delay and phase, which can be
helpful in distinguishing the LOS signal from multipath. The first attempt towards
distinguishing the LOS signal from multipath has been accomplished by the CDMA Spread
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Spectrum modulation technique. As discussed earlier, by using this modulation, the
multipath signals with more than one chip delay are not correlated with the LOS signal and
can be omitted from the calculation. However, for multipath with delay less than a chip,
some algorithms should be used to detect and mitigate its effect.

d NLOS

d LOS

Figure 16: NLOS signal passes longer path than the LOS signal

The NLOS happens whenever the direct (LOS) signal from the BS to MS is obstructed as
shown in Figure 16. Thus, the received signal at the MS is an indirect signal which passes
through a longer distance than the LOS signal. The NLOS can severely affect the AOA
result since it can arrive from a completely different direction. For the time-based methods,
the signal experiences a larger delay due to the longer path d NLOS − d LOS . In most cases, the
NLOS causes an error of up to 400-700 m1 (Romdhani & Trad 2002, Silvetoinen &
Rantalainen 1996).

1

A very serendipitous event can happen if the NLOS signals from two BSs pass the same length, then the
NLOS effect can be omitted by using the TDOA method (Caffery 2002).
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2.7. Estimation Algorithms
The result of the mentioned techniques is an observable data set, for instance, {t 0 , t1 , K , t N −1 }
for TOA. The estimator is responsible to produce a unique set of parameters based on this
data set.

Two widely adopted approaches to find such an estimator are Maximum

Likelihood estimation (MLE) and Least-Squares Estimation (LSE).

The result of the MLE is the estimate of the unknown parameter, which is more likely to
produce the measured data. The MLE can be employed in cases where the PDF is known.
Then the unknown parameter is estimated by maximizing the PDF. The main assumption in
the MLE is that there are a large number of observations (i.e. observed data): N → ∞ . In
this case, it is guaranteed that the unknown parameter (vector) obtained by (Togneri 2005)

θˆ = arg max p ( x;θ )

(2.10)

θ

is asymptotically distributed. This means that when N → ∞ , then the estimated value

θˆ converges to the real value θ .

Conversely, the Least-Squares Estimator (LSE) minimizes the squared differences between
the measured data and the assumed, but unknown, noiseless data. This is accomplished by
minimizing the LSE error criterion (or cost function) to measure the closeness of the
measured data and noiseless data:
N −1

J (θ ) = ∑ ( x[n] − s[ n;θ ]) .
n= 0

2

(2.11)
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In the linear case, the observed data can be modeled as a linear function of the unknown
parameter:

x[n] = s[n;θ ] + w[n]

n = 0, 1, K, N − 1

(2.12)

s (θ ) = Hθ
In equation (2.12), θ is a p × 1 vector of unknown parameters, s (θ ) is the unknown vector
noiseless signal corresponding to the measurements and w is the noise vector of dimension

N × 1 with PDF ℵ(0, C ) . H is a known N × p matrix ( N > p ). Both MLE and LSE result
in (Kay 1993)

θˆ = ( H T C −1H ) −1 H T C −1 x

(2.13)

where C is the error covariance matrix of the measurements. This matrix is generally
assumed diagonal in which case a low error correlation in the equipment and propagation
path is assumed. The cross-correlation error is difficult to evaluate and is therefore often
neglected, resulting in a sub-optimal estimator.

Although the LS and ML methods give equivalent solutions in the linear case under the
assumption of zero mean Gaussian noise, their results are different for the same data set
when the measurements are not normally distributed. In this case, the MLE should be
preferred over LSE. Nonetheless, it is important to be aware that the MLE is limited by its
high computational intensity as it searches through all dimensions of the unknown vector;
hence, it may not be appropriate for all applications.
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Figure 17 shows a sample of the MLE (LSE) search space for the following observable
data:
x[ n] = As[n − nτ ] + w[ n]

n = 0, 1, K, N − 1

(2.14)

where A and nτ are the amplitude and delay (in terms of the data sample) of the noiseless
signal s[n] and w[n] is AWGN. Thus, the result of MLE (or LSE) is the amplitude-delay

values of the minimum of this bowl.

Figure 17: LSE and MLE search space

2.8. Summary
The structure of the pilot channel in CDMA IS-95 was introduced in this chapter.
Moreover, different methods for radiolocation and their specifications and limitations were
discussed. For instance, in most cases, at least three BSs are required to obtain the position
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estimate. Also, to support the AOA, the system should be capable of processing several
signals receiving from each branch of the antenna array.

To improve the result accuracy and to overcome a method’s limitation, sometimes two
methods are employed simultaneously in a system. As such, the system should have the
required signal processing power and circuits of both methods. Also, it should be noted that
in position applications, the signal is a nonlinear function of the unknown parameters and
as explained earlier, the MLE is more likely to obtain more accurate results than the LSE.
However, phenomena such as multipath increase the dimension of the unknown
parameters. Thus, the corresponding MLE requires a massive search through all
dimensions.

The focus of this thesis is to build a receiver
•

for the IS-95 pilot channel with a large spreading factor of 215,

•

capable of supporting multiple BSs (required for different positioning methods) and
multi-channels (for the methods using antenna array),

•

capable of supporting (separately or simultaneously) different positioning
algorithms regardless of their required processing power.

Therefore, to build a general and highly flexible receiver, which has the required
foundation to support different positioning methods (separately or simultaneously, and
regardless of their processing power), it is necessary to significantly decrease the load of
the software and leave processing power for the positioning solution algorithm. This
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suggests that it is appropriate to use an FPGA as an alternative. The next chapter explains
the main modules inside such a receiver’s signal processing unit.
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CHAPTER THREE: SIGNAL PROCESSING IN CDMA
PILOT CHANNEL RECEIVER

In general, signal processing refers to a set of procedures performed on the digitized BB
(Base Band) signal. As explained in Chapter 2, in order to build a general and highly
flexible positioning receiver, an FPGA can be used. This implies that it is necessary to
partition the signal processing unit between the firmware (implemented on the FPGA) and
software (implemented on the PC). As such, different signal processing algorithms should
be studied and those which are suitable for firmware implementation should be chosen for
the firmware design. This chapter covers the main signal processing algorithms:
•

Digitization of the BB signal,

•

Detection of the signal by establishing a two-dimensional search over time and
frequency domains to obtain the signal’s code phase and Doppler frequency, and

•

Tracking the time variation of the code phase and Doppler frequency of the signal.
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Signal Digitization

Two factors have to be considered when the signal digitization unit is designed: (i) at which
stage the digitization should take place, and (ii) the selection of a proper sampling
frequency. These factors are selected based on criterions which are discussed in the
following paragraphs.

The signal digitization can be accomplished in three different stages. The first stage is
called direct digitization. It involves sampling the signal at RF frequency. The second stage
is to down-convert the input signal to an intermediate frequency (IF) before digitizing it
(Tsui 2005). Lastly, the third stage is to digitize the signal at the Baseband (BB) frequency
(Raquet 2006).

Digitizing in higher frequency is generally more advantageous as it does not require the
mixer and local oscillator. A mixer, as a nonlinear device, can potentially pollute the signal
by producing unwanted frequencies (Tsui 2005). Similarly, a local oscillator is capable of
generating an impure frequency that can contribute distortion in the digitized signal (Tsui
2005). However, digitizing at high frequency requires the use of expensive amplifiers that
are able to work at high frequency. It is also difficult to build an ADC that is capable of
supporting high frequencies. Moreover, building a narrow-band filter at higher frequency is
very complex and expensive.
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Conversely, when digitizing at lower frequencies it is easier to create a narrow-band filter.
Also, there are less costs associated with the amplifiers at low frequencies, but this can be
offset by the use of a mixer and local oscillator – both of which can be expensive and can
contribute to frequency errors (Tsui 2005).

In communication systems, the only sampling frequency criterion is related to the Nyquist
theorem. Based on this theorem, the sampling frequency f s has to be higher than twice of
the bandwidth of the input signal ∆f . Nevertheless, for positioning systems, another
criterion has to be considered to choose a proper sampling frequency. In these systems the
synchronization of the incoming signal with the locally generated signal can severely affect
the accuracy of the position. The complete synchronization occurs if two signals have
synchronized chip transitions. The synchronization accuracy, and subsequently the position
accuracy, can be drastically decreased by the sampling process. To minimize the effect of
sampling on the synchronization process, the sampling frequency should not be a multiple
of the chip rate. Figure 18 shows the situation where the sampling rate is exactly twice of
the “chip rate”. In this case, each analog chip is perfectly represented by two samples.
Thus, the cross-correlation between the incoming signal and the local code is the same as
long as the estimated phase lies between t1 and t 2 (Fantino et al 2004). It is clear from the
figure that by using the Nyquist boundary for the sampling rate, the time resolution1 is half
a chip.

1

timing accuracy
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Figure 18: Phase Ambiguity resulted from commensurate sampling rate (Maurizio et al 2004)

For non-stationary applications, where incoming signal transitions are also affected by
Doppler, the sampling frequency should not be a multiple of the “chip rate + code Doppler”
(Tsui 2005). In such a system, choosing the sampling frequency even equal to the multiple
of the chip rate does not deteriorate the synchronization. In other words, Doppler improves
the synchronization (Akos 2006). A similar situation occurs for stationary applications via a
free run sampling clock (Mileant et al 1995).

Assume that the analog signal is down-converted to the BB frequency. Thus, the input to
the ADC can be written as (Raquet 2006)
I B (t ) = A PN I (t ) cos(2π f d t + φ0 )
QB (t ) = A PN Q (t ) sin(2π f d t + φ0 )

(3.1)
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where A is the amplitude of the signal at the BB, PN I (t ) and PN Q (t ) are the PN sequence of
I and Q respectively, f d is the Doppler frequency1 and φ0 is the phase of the received
signal. After being sampled by the ADC, the signal can be represented by (Raquet 2006)

I Bk = A PN Ik cos(2π f d t k + φ0 )

(3.2)

QBk = A PN Qk sin( 2π f d t k + φ0 )
where I Bk and QBk are the sampled signal at time tk .

3.2.

Acquisition

The CDMA pilot channel signal acquisition involves a two-dimensional search procedure
that roughly estimates the frequency and code offset of the received signal. As shown in
Figure 19, the first step is to remove the Doppler frequency. This is accomplished by
multiplying the BB signal with a replica carrier. If the frequencies of the two signals match
perfectly, the output will be the incoming signal without Doppler. Thus, this process is also
called Doppler removal or Doppler wipe off. Following this process is the de-spreading
module where the signal is correlated with a replica code to determine the code phase.

1

In this thesis, the Doppler frequency is defined as the combined frequency error generated by the clock drift
and the transmitter-receiver relative movement.
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Figure 19: Two-dimensional search Acquisition procedure

The presence of the signal is detected by measuring the signal power. As such, the
detection of the signal is completed in two steps: (i) the total I ( ∑ I ) and total Q ( ∑ Q )
are measured coherently over the integration time (T), (ii) these measured values are used

[

]

to calculate the power of the signal ( ∑ ( ∑ I ) 2 + (∑ Q ) 2 ). If the power is greater than a
predetermined threshold, then the signal is detected. Otherwise, the replica-carrier and code
has to be updated and the process repeats for the new values.

The accuracy of the code offset is a function of the sampling rate. However, to increase the
speed of the acquisition, the code offset bin size is usually chosen as half of a chip. The
accuracy of the frequency offset (frequency uncertainty) is a function of coherent
integration time1.

1

The time that the signal is integrated coherently (

∑ I and ∑ Q in Figure 19)
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Figure 20: Power attenuation due to Frequency mismatch (Watson 2005)

The signal power is attenuated as a sinc-squared function of the frequency uncertainty as
depicted in Figure 20 (Parkinson & Spilker 1996) (Watson 2005). The frequency error
related to the 3 dB attenuation of the signal power is:

∆f =

0.44
Hz
T

(3.3)

where T is the coherent integration time. Using a longer integration time can increase the
chance of acquiring weak signals. However, as illustrated in equation (3.3), there is a trade
off between the integration time and the speed of acquisition. A longer integration time
produces a smaller frequency bin, resulting in a longer acquisition time.

3.2.1.

Doppler Removal

As stated earlier, the Doppler removal module has to wipe off the Doppler frequency from
the received signal. Without a priori knowledge of the Doppler shift, the search is
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completed in a range of probable Doppler values. For the IS-95 Pilot Channel, this range
should encompass the Doppler caused by the Clock offset at the receiver and the
transmitter, and the Doppler shift caused by their relative motion. The Doppler search can
start from the zero Doppler and then proceeds symmetrically one Doppler bin at a time
until it covers all the range (Kaplan & Hegarty 2006). For each Doppler bin, all possible
code offsets are searched before moving to the next Doppler bin.

At the receiver, after the down-conversion, the BB signal only contains the Doppler
frequency as stated in equations (3.2). Thus, to extract the I and Q values from the BB
signal, the latter has to be multiplied by the cos(2πf d t ) and sin(2πf d t ) . The outputs of the
Doppler Removal module are
k
= I Bk cos(2π f NCO ) − QBk sin(2π f NCO )
I DR

(3.4)

= A PN Ik cos(2π f d t k + φ0 ) cos(2π f NCO ) − A PN Qk sin(2π f d t k + φ0 ) sin(2π f NCO )
A PN Ik
[cos(2π f d t k + φ0 + 2π f NCO ) + cos(2π f d t k + φ0 − 2π f NCO )]
2
A PN Qk
+
[cos(2π f d tk + φ0 − 2π f NCO ) − cos(2π f d t k + φ0 + 2π f NCO )]
2
=

and
k
QDR
= − I Bk sin(2π f NCO ) + QBk cos(2π f NCO )

(3.5)

= − A PN Ik cos(2π f d t k + φ0 ) sin(2π f NCO ) + A PN Qk sin(2π f d t k + φ0 ) cos(2π f NCO )
A PN Ik
[sin(2π f d tk + φ0 + 2π f NCO ) − sin(2π f d t k + φ0 − 2π f NCO )]
2
A PN Qk
+
[sin(2π f d t k + φ0 + 2π f NCO ) + sin(2π f d tk + φ0 − 2π f NCO )]
2
=−

.
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where

f d and f NCO are the Doppler frequency and the replica carrier frequency,

respectively.1

3.2.2.

De-spreading Module

The output of the Doppler removal module is correlated with the locally generated code.
This process is also known as de-spreading, the reverse operation of spreading2. As stated
in Section 2.4.1, the direct result of pilot channel signal de-spreading is the TOA, which
can be used to measure the range.

The de-spreading is performed by complex correlation of the complex received signal and
the conjugate of the complex locally generated PN code as

R~

~

r , PN

( m) =

1 N −1 ~
~
r [ k ].PN [ k − m]
∑
N k =0

(

(3.6)

)

=

1 N −1 k
k
(
)
I DR + jQDR
PN Ik − m + jPN Qk − m
∑
N k =0

=

1 N −1 k
∑ I DR PN Ik − m + QDRk PN Qk − m + j QDRk PN Ik − m − I DRk PN Qk − m
N k =0

[(

) (

*

)]

k
k
where ~
r is the complex signal at the input of the de-spreading module, ~
, and
r = I DR
+ jQDR

~
PN is the complex local PN code. Equation (3.6) represents the de-spreading process in the
time domain. Since the IS-95 pilot channel has 215 (=32768) chips, the time domain
correlation can be very time consuming – especially considering that this calculation has to
be done for each Doppler bin.
1

The Doppler removal module is also part of the tracking loop. Thus, further explanation is obtained in the
frequency tracking section
2
The spreading refers to the multiplying a narrow band signal with a wide bandwidth PN sequence. Refer to
section 2.2.
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The time-domain correlation is equivalent to the frequency domain multiplication. Thus, a
more efficient method is to de-spread the signal in the frequency domain (i.e. FFT method).
~
Transferring two complex signal ~
r [ k ] and PN [ k ] to the frequency domain results in
N −1

(3.7)

~
r [ k ] = ∑ R( f ). exp(2πfk / N )
f =0

~
PN [ k ] =

N −1

∑ PN ( f

'

). exp(2πf ' k / N )

f ′ =0

where R( f ) and PN ( f ' ) are the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of the ~
r [ k ] and
~
PN [ k ] . By substituting Equations (3.7) into (3.6), the frequency domain de-spreading is
obtained as

R~

~

r , PN

( m) =
=


1 N −1  N −1
 ∑ R( f ). exp( j 2πfk / N ) 
∑
N k = 0  f =0

 N −1 ~

×  ∑ PN * ( f ' ). exp(− j 2πf ' k / N ). exp( j 2πf ' m / N )
 f ' =0


=
=
=

(3.8)


 N −1 ~ * '
1 N −1  N −1

 ∑ PN ( f ). exp(− j 2πf ' ( k − m) / N )
(
)
(
)
.
exp
2
/
R
f
j
fk
N
π
∑
∑




N k = 0  f =0
 f ' = 0


1
N


~
∑ ∑ R( f ).PN ( f ).exp( j 2πf m / N ).∑ exp( j 2π ( f − f

1
N

~
∑ ∑ R( f ).PN ( f ).exp( j 2πf m / N ).[Nδ ( f − f )]

N −1 N −1

.

N −1

*

'

'

f =0 f ' =0

k =0

'


) k / N )


N −1 N −1

*

'

'

'

f =0 f ' =0

N −1

~
∑ R( f ).PN ( f ). exp( j 2πf m / N )
'

*

'

'

f ' =0

The last term of Equation (3.8) implies that the de-spreading of the signal is equivalent to
calculating the Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform (IDFT) of the product of the DFT of the
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received signal and the locally generated PN code. The equivalent circuit of Equation (3.8)
is depicted in Figure 21.

~
ri [k ]

R( f )

~
PN [ k ]

PN ( f ' )

Rr,i PN (m )

PN * ( f ' )

Figure 21: De-spreading circuit in frequency domain

It is essential to realize that the FFT method complexity compared to the traditional
correlation method crucially depends on the length of the two involved signals (number of
samples, N). For signals with less than 60 samples, the correlation complexity is
proportional to the signal length (Smith 1997). However, for larger number of samples it is
in the order of N2, O(N2). The FFT method complexity remains as O(Nlog2N) for any signal
length (Smith 1997).

3.3.

Tracking Loops

The code and frequency offsets obtained through the acquisition procedure are time variant.
Even for stationary applications, the clock drift in the transmitter and receiver continuously
changes these offsets. While using highly stable clocks can slow down the changes, in
single transmitter-receiver applications clock drift effects cannot be eliminated. In
non-stationary applications the variations can be much higher and less predictable. To
overcome this problem, two loops have to be employed to track the code and frequency
changes.
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Frequency Tracking Loop

To keep track of the Doppler frequency changes, a replica carrier signal is generated in the
receiver. The frequency of the replica carrier is first initialized by the result of the
acquisition procedure and then a loop is required to track the received signal frequency
changes. Phase Locked Loops (PLL) and Frequency Locked Loops (FLL) are two main
methods for this objective. In a PLL, the phase error between the replica and received
signals is used to adjust the replica carrier, while in a FLL, the frequency error between
them is employed to tune the replica carrier. Hence, there is no concern about the phase
mismatch between the replica and the received signal in the FLL. This indicates that a
constant phase offset might exist between them.

In spread spectrum receivers, and in specific in IS-95 pilot channel receivers, one has to
decide to use FLL or PLL based on the specific application. To track the phase variation
precisely and to obtain low noise measurements, a combination of a PLL and a narrow
bandwidth filter loop has to be employed. In contrast, to tolerate high dynamics, a
combination of an FLL and a wider bandwidth filter loop has to be used (Cheng et al 2007).

The main limitation of the PLL is its sensitivity to the data transition. However, the IS-95
pilot channel is data less, thus both PLL and FLL can be used in the carrier tracking loop.
In either case, the Frequency Tracking loop uses a Numerically Controlled Oscillator
(NCO).
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3.3.1.1.

Numerically Controlled Oscillator

The NCO is a key component of a digital communication system and can be utilized in a
variety of applications such as up/down conversion and modulator/demodulator (Xilinx
LogiCore 2008). The NCO is a desirable component in a tracking loop since it can generate
a complex or real values of sine and cosine. The block diagram of an NCO is shown in
Figure 22.

∆θ

f CLK
Figure 22: NCO block diagram (Xilinx 2004)

The symmetric nature of the sine and cosine makes it possible to use a lookup table (LUT)
for their generation. The LUT is filled with the uniformly spaced samples of a sine
quadrant cycle (range of 0˚ to 90˚). Different frequencies can be generated by controlling
the address to this LUT – the Phase Increment shown in Figure 22. In the following
paragraph, the relation between the phase increment and the output frequency is extracted.

Figure 23 demonstrates the dependency of the sine wave’s magnitude and phase to the time
interval δ t . Although the magnitude is a nonlinear function of the time interval, the phase
changes linearly as:

∆θ = ω δ t

(3.9)
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Figure 23: Sine wave magnitude and phase (Analog Device 1996)

The time interval can be interpreted as the inverse of the clock frequency δ t =

1
f CLK

. After

substituting the angular rate1 and the time interval into the Equation (3.9), the former can be
written as

∆θ =

2πf
.
f CLK

(3.10)

Thus, the output frequency is calculated as
f =

1

f CLK ∆θ
Hz.
2π

ω = 2πf

(3.11)
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In the digital implementation, the phase range of [0 2π ] can be represented by the N-bit
resolution phase accumulator (+truncation module in Figure 22). Hence the Equation (3.11)
can be re-written as
f =

f CLK ∆θ
Hz.
2N

3.3.2.

(3.12)

Code Tracking Loop

As explained in Chapter 2, the receiver position can be found by determining the time delay
difference between the received signal (pilot channel) and the locally generated signal. The
more precise this delay measure is, the more accurate the resulting position will be. To
measure this delay, a Delay Locked Loop (DLL) circuit, which is able to estimate the delay
of the received signal, is used. Another duty of the DLL is to track the time variation of this
delay, which is why the DLL is known as the tracking loop.

r(t;Td ) = As(t + Td ) + n(t)

e(t )

Tˆd

sref (t;Tˆd )

Figure 24: General tracking loop structure (Meyr et al 1998)

In general, a tracking loop, which is shown in Figure 24, is a non-linear circuit that
generates a periodic reference signal and attempts to synchronize it with the incoming
signal. The loop consists of three main modules:
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1. A Timing Error Detector module, which is a nonlinear circuit that compares the
reference signal, sref (t;Tˆd ) with the incoming signal r (t ; Td ) and generates the error
signal e(t ) .

2. A Low Pass Filter module with frequency response F (s) , which is used to filter the
error signal.
3. A Controller module, which adjusts the reference signal based on its input so that
the error signal between the incoming and reference signal decreases.
Spilker & Magill (1961) showed that the Optimum DLL can be designed by finding the
correlation of the received signal and the derivative of the locally generated signal. The
equivalent circuit of the optimum DLL is shown in Figure 25.

r(t ) = As(t + Td ) + n(t )

e (t )

Tˆd

Controlled
Delay Line

s′(t + Tˆd )

s′(t)

s(t )

Figure 25: Block diagram of optimum Delay Lock Loop

In general, a DLL is characterized by its well-known S-curve or DLL discriminator
characteristics. The S-curve is the expected value of the error signal (the multiplier output).
Assuming that the LPF can perfectly filter undesired terms, then the DLL output can be
written as (Peterson et al 1995)
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y LPF (t ) = AS ′(ε a )ε (t )

(3.13)

where A is the amplitude of the received signal, ε (t ) , is the code phase error and is defined

as

ε (t ) =

Td (t ) − Tˆd (t )
Tc

(3.14)

and S ′(ε a ) is the derivative of the S-curve at its stable point of ε a . The linear dependency
of the tracking loop output and the code phase error in Equation (3.13) indicates that it can
be used to adjust for this error.

3.3.2.1.

Early-Late gate DLL

The conventional implementation of optimum DLL uses a structure that approximates the
derivative of the reference signal. Remember that the derivative of a function f (t ) is
defined as

f ′(t ) = lim
h→0

f (t + h) − f (t − h)
.
2h

(3.15)

When the signal is linear or does not have intensive fluctuation, the following linear form
of the derivative with a good approximation can be used:
f ′(t ) ≅

f (t + h) − f (t − h)
.
2h

(3.16)

Equation (3.16) demonstrates that the approximation of the optimum DLL is obtained by
substituting the derivative of the locally generated signal with two branches. One branch is
shifted forward ( t − h ), while the other one is shifted backward ( t + h ) of the locally
generated signal. This structure, shown in Figure 26, is called an Early-Late gate DLL.
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+
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x
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Tˆd

s (t Tˆd

2
2

Tc )
Tc )

Reference
Code
Generator

Delay Control

Figure 26: The Early-Late gate delay lock loop

In practice, the parameter h is defined as a function of the chip period h =

∆
Tc , as shown
2

in Figure 26. The new parameter ∆.Tc is known as the Early-Late spacing, which denotes
the spacing between the early and late branches. Figure 27 shows the effect of the EarlyLate spacing on the DLL discriminator characteristic. The larger the ∆.Tc , the greater the
linear tracking range. However, for a smaller ∆.Tc , the slope of the S-curve increases. This
indicates that a small amount of phase error can generate a greater error in the output of the
DLL.
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Figure 27: DLL discriminator characteristic for four different Early-Late spacing

3.3.2.2.

Performance of the DLL

The performance of a DLL is evaluated using two indicators: RMS tracking jitter1, and
mean time to lose lock (MTLL). To satisfy the normal operation condition of a DLL, the
tracking jitter should be low (Wilde & Bernhard 1995). This ensures an acceptable bit error
and delay error for data transmission and ranging systems respectively (Wilde & Bernhard
1995). The MTLL specifies the mean time that the DLL stays in its linear tracking range2
(Wilde 1996). From the aspect of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), the tracking jitter is a
criterion for the high SNR, while the MTLL is important when the SNR is in the range of
low to moderate (Wilde & Bernhard 1995).

1
2

“The variation of the delay error around the stable tracking point ε a ” (Wilde 1998).
The region where the S-curve depends linearly (almost linearly) on the error ε ,
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3.3.2.3.

Non-Coherent DLL

The structure of the DLL that has been discussed up to this point belongs to a category of
tracking loops called coherent DLL. A coherent DLL assumes that its input is the pure
spreading signal, s (t ) . This assumption fails in most applications, as it does not account for

the carrier frequency, phase and data modulation (Holmes 1982, Peterson et al 1995). The
carrier frequency can be ignored if there is a carrier tracking loop before the code tracking
loop. To resolve the data modulation problem, a non-coherent DLL, as shown in Figure 28,
can be implemented. The square module in the figure removes the effect of the data
modulation. However, in the Non-Coherent DLL, the noise floor increases as the noise is
also squared.
r(t) = Ad(t)s(t + Td ) + n(t)

∑

T̂d

s(t +Tˆd −∆Tc / 2)
s(t +Tˆd +∆Tc / 2)

Figure 28: Non-coherent Early-Late gate delay lock loop

3.3.2.4.

General Coherent DLL

The Conventional DLL (CDLL), which has been reviewed in the literature (Holmes 1982,
Simon et al 1994, Peterson et al 1995, Parkinson & Spilker 1996) uses two correlators to
generate the error signal, as illustrated in previous sections. The CDLL suffers from the
narrow linear tracking range. This indicates that the DLL can handle small code timing
errors before losing lock, implying that each time the loop looses its lock (because of noise
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or any other reason), the system has to go through the time consuming acquisition
procedure (Wilde & Bernhard 1995).

One approach to increase the linear tracking range, TRlin , is to use more correlators.
Increasing the number of correlators enhance the complexity of the implementation and the
tracking jitter of the loop. In the following paragraph, the General Coherent Delay Lock
Loop (GCDLL) with 2 N k correlators will be explained.

Assume that the output of the ith correlator is weighted by coefficient k i as shown in Figure
29. In the GCDLL structure, the error signal e(t ) is generated by subtracting the weighted
output of the multipliers in the Early section from the Late section (Wilde 1998). In the
simplest case, the GCDLL characteristic, S (ε ) , is assumed to be symmetrical around the

origin. This suggests that the spacing of the correlators from the origin and their absolute
weights are pair wise identical (Wilde 1998).
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Figure 29: Generalized Coherent Delay Lock Loop (Wilde 1998)

Figure 30 shows the GCDLL discriminator characteristic with four correlators ( N k =2) for
different outer correlator weights (different k 2 ). In order to ease the comparison between the
GCDLL and the CDLL, the inner correlators are weighted as k1 = k −1 = 1 . The increase of

the linear tracking jitter occurs when k 2 = 1 and 2. The tracking jitter is the variance of the
phase error ε (t ) and is a proportional to the sum of correlators’ weights square as (Wilde
1998)

σ ε2( t ) ∝

Nk

∑ ki2

(3.17)

i=− N k

where ki and N k are the correlators’ weights and the number of correlators respectively.
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Figure 30: S-curve for GCDLL, N k =2, k1 = k −1 =1

3.3.2.5.

Tracking Loop Using ACF

Remember that the general idea of the DLL is to generate an error signal, map it to the
positive slope of the S-curve and then, by using the closed loop, try to decrease the error
signal to zero. Having this in mind, Wilde (1995) suggested using the autocorrelation
function instead of generating S-curves. The idealized autocorrelation function of the
spreading signal has a positive slope on the left side of the peak which can be used as the
S-curve. It only requires a shift of

Tc
T
to the right and c to the bottom so that it passes the
2
2

origin. The S-curve for two Early-Late spacing of ∆.Tc = 2 and ∆.Tc = 1 and the shifted
version of the autocorrelation function are shown in Figure 31. Although the slope of the
resulting S-curve (from autocorrelation) is the same as the S-curve for ∆.Tc = 2 , the linear
tracking range is halved. Also the ACF S-curve is asymmetrical around the origin.
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However, this shows that the autocorrelation function with a very good accuracy can model
the S-curve and therefore be used for tracking purposes.

Figure 31: Using ACF to model the S-curve

3.4.

Summary

In this chapter, the signal processing procedures including the sampling, detection and
tracking of the IS-95 pilot channel were described. It also discussed why the FFT is more
advantageous than the correlation when the number of samples involved is large. In other
words, in the acquisition procedure, where the signal code phase uncertainty is large
(around 1 epoch), the FFT should be used. However, for code tracking, where the
uncertainty is around 1 chip, using the correlation method is more reasonable.

Moreover, since the pilot channel is an un-modulated signal, both PLL and FLL can be
used for the Doppler frequency tracking. The last section of the chapter was dedicated to
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the main methods of the code phase tracking algorithm. It described that the code tracking
could be more robust if more correlators were used (e.g. by using the auto-correlation
function of the signal). However, increasing the number of correlators increases the
complexity of the system – hardware complexity and execution time. These complexities
can be ignored if a general-purpose hardware such as a FPGA is employed. In the next
chapter, a detailed explanation of the PLAN receiver structure is given.
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CHAPTER 4: RECEIVER STRUCTURE

The previous chapter discussed the theoretical concepts of the signal processing in a
CDMA pilot channel receiver. This chapter deals with the structure of the specific receiver
used to test and verify the signal processing unit developed and implemented herein. As
discussed earlier, the main objective of this thesis is to design and implement a real-time
signal processing unit for a multi-channel CDMA IS-95 pilot channel receiver. In this
work, a multi-channel receiver is essential as it is able to support AOA involving multiple
antenna elements. The objective is not to achieve high position accuracy, but rather to build
a prototype system comprised of a real-time code and frequency tracking. In such a system,
the position accuracy can be improved by using other methods such as hybrid techniques
like TOA/AOA and TDOA/AOA (Lu 2006) or space-time super resolution algorithms such
as MUSIC (Moghaddam 2007).

The general block diagram of such a multi-channel system is shown in Figure 32. The
signals received by the five antennas are passed through five identical paths on the RF
board. The RF board accomplished the following tasks: (i) filtering, (ii) amplification, (iii)
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down-conversion, and (iv) demodulation. The resultant BB signal is then passed to the
signal processing unit. As discussed in Chapter 3, the first stage contains an ADC to
digitize analog BB signal. Following this, the digitized signal is passed to the acquisition
module, where one of the algorithms mentioned in Chapter 3 (e.g. FFT) is used to acquire
the signal. As mentioned in Chapter 2, the direct result of this acquisition is (roughly) the
TOA measurement of the signal. Finally, the position of the MS is calculated using one of
the estimation methods of Chapter 2 (e.g. LSE) in the Position Solution unit.

Figure 32: Overall Block Diagram of the Multi-Channel receiver

In order to test and verify the methods and algorithms required in each stage of signal
processing, a receiver has been developed in the PLAN group of the Department of
Geomatics Engineering. In the following sections, the system prototype of this receiver is
explained in detail.

4.1. RF board1
A Superheterodyne receiver was selected with a two-stage conversion of RF-to-IF and
IF-to-BB. Compared to other receiver architectures, such as homodyne, where there is only
one conversion stage RF-to-BB, the Superheterodyne receiver has more gain distribution

1

Details can be found in (Lopez 2006).
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and employs inexpensive amplifiers and filters1 (Lopez 2006). The final architecture of the
PLAN group receiver for one channel is depicted in Figure 33, and a brief explanation of its
components is provided in the following paragraphs.

The first component is the RF filter, which has the most influence on the total Noise Figure
of the receiver. Therefore, in addition to selecting the received band, it also has to have a
small noise figure. The next component is a low noise figure amplifier. Since it is not an
ideal component, it will also provide some gain to the frequencies around the desired band.
This necessitates the use of another filter (similar to the RF filter) after the amplifier.

Figure 33: RF unit of the PLAN group receiver (Lopez 2006)

Since the CDMA signal power after amplification can vary by more than 80 dB, an AGC
(Automatic Gain Control) is required to prevent the overloading of the successive stages
(Lopez 2006). The next component is a mixer to convert the RF frequency to an
Intermediate Frequency (IF). To generate the required frequency for the mixer, a 10 MHz

1

Refer also to section 3.1
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Temperature Controlled Crystal Oscillator (TCXO) is used1. The mixer generates undesired
frequencies, which have to be filtered as shown in Figure 34.

r (t ) = As(t ) cos(2πf 0t + ϕ )

As(t ) cos( 4πf 0 t + ϕ ) + As(t ) cos(ϕ )

cos(2πf 0 t )

Figure 34: Mixer Operation

The next component consists of a Variable Gain Amplifier (VGA). The last components in
the RF board are the demodulator followed by a filter. The demodulator extracts the
demodulated signal as in-phase (I) and quadrature phase (Q) from the IF signal and
converts the signal to the BB. The RF board is shown in Figure 35.

Figure 35: RF board

1

More details will be given in section 4.2.4.
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4.2. Signal Processing
For the receiver, several options can be used to develop the signal processing unit. In the
following sections, these options and their features are discussed. Lastly, the system
employed herein, which is called the Phase-II receiver, is explained.

4.2.1. Phase-I Receiver
A straightforward approach is to develop a software receiver that implements the entire
signal processing in software. For such a receiver, the five digitized I and Q pairs are
multiplexed and sent to a PC. Figure 36 shows the Digital board used for this purpose; it
includes several stages: (i) a VGA stage to avoid saturation of the ADCs, (ii) an ADC stage
to convert the analog signal to a 8-bit digital signal, (iii) an ALTERA development board to
generate the required signals for the ADCs and VGAs1, as well as to develop a 5-to-1
Parallel-to-Serial circuit that serializes the 8-bit ADC outputs before sending them to the
PC and (iv) a TCXO which is responsible for generating the required frequencies and
clocks for the RF, IF and BB stages.

1

For instance, the sampling clock for the ADCs.
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Figure 36: PLAN receiver Digital board (Lopez 2006)

The block diagram of the Digital board for channel 1 is shown in Figure 37. The data
transmission to the PC is carried out using a National Instrument Data Acquisition Card
(NI-DAC). The rest of the Signal Processing unit as well as the Position Solution unit are
implemented on the PC.

Figure 37: Digital Board block diagram for one channel

There are inherent limitations associated with the software processing; thus, some of these
limitations are carried over to the Phase-I receiver. In general, software is slow; therefore,
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system designers try to pre-process the high rate data in hardware or firmware. In the case
of the Phase-I receiver, it has to support five channels simultaneously, consequently the
output sample rate of the Digital board is 12 Mega complex samples per second. This can
quickly fill the available RAM storage; furthermore, post-processing of excessively large
arrays on the PC is a cumbersome procedure. On the other hand, capturing weak signals
and dynamic scenarios requires a large amount of data collection. Therefore, the Phase-I
receiver has limited data collection and analysis scenarios.

4.2.2. Gage card-based receiver
An alternative option is to use a multi-channel digitizer to sample five I and Q pairs with a
frequency greater than twice the chip rate. As such, the receiver uses the Octopus
CompuScope CS8280, a product designed by the GAGE company, that is capable of
digitizing up to eight channels with a sampling frequency of 10 MHz per channel. Its onboard memory can store up to 128 MB samples with resolution of 12 bits. Figure 38 shows
this single-slot PCI board.

Since this board has eight inputs, it can support up to four CDMA channels, each with two
separate physical channels for I and Q. Moreover, the 128 MB on-board memory should be
divided between these channels. Assuming 12-bit precision for each sample1, and a
minimum sampling frequency of 2.4576 MHz, a maximum of 17 s of signal can be
captured in the single channel mode. This decreases to 4 s of signal in the 4-channel mode.

1

Total 24 bits for each sample of I and Q.
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Figure 38: Octopus CompuScope CS8280

The above analysis reveals that the real-time frequency tracking is not applicable on the PC
or on the Gage card. Therefore, the correlation peak attenuation, resulting from the
uncompensated frequency error, severely limits the maximum coherent integration time
(Moghadam 2007).

4.2.3. Phase-II Receiver
As mentioned in Section 4.2.1, pre-processing is essential to obtained low rate data suitable
for the software processing. However, pre-processing is not feasible given the inherent
limitation of the GAGE card (i.e. its features) and the ALTERA FPGA (i.e. its lack of
resources). To increase the speed of the design, an evaluation board is employed. As such,
the ML310 Evaluation Development board from Xilinx was selected. There were three
deciding factors that contributed to this choice. First, this board uses a platform FPGA
(Virtex-II PRO) with many resources and features. For instance, it has a PowerPC CPU,
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which can be used to develop the software algorithms currently running on the PC. Second,
the board has useful connectors such as the external clock connector, and high speed
connectors. These connectors provide several options for the connectivity and compatibility
to the other boards like the RF board, Local Synthesizer board and the PC. Third, this board
is economically priced for such a project.

4.2.3.1. ML310 Evaluation Development Board
Figure 39 shows the Xilinx ML310 board, where the components used in the receiver are
labeled:
1. Virtex-II PRO FPGA: it accommodates the high computationally expensive tasks of
signal processing unit.
2. 2.5 V external clock connector: it is used to connect a designed TCXO board for
generating the required mixer, demodulator and FPGA frequencies. This board is
used instead of the 100 MHz on-board oscillator because it can provide a more
stable clock.
3. High-speed connectors of the board: These connectors, known as Personality
Module (PM), are connected to the high-speed I/O signals on the FPGA. The PM
units can also support differential pairs and shielding ground as well as power and
ground connections. These connectors are used for transferring the digitized data
from the Digital board to the ML310. The rate of the data passing through PM
connectors is 12.288 MHz – the range of the PM connectors.
4. 33MHz/32-bit, 3.3 volt PCI bus: it is connected directly to the FPGA and is used by
a USBEE-ZX device to transfer data between the FPGA and PC.
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5. Header J13: outputs some of the FPGA I/Os and used as test points. During the
system operation, the user can use these test points to select and investigate any of
the internal FPGA signals.

4

1
5

2

3

Figure 39: Xilinx ML310 Evaluation development board

4.2.3.2. Virtex-II PRO XC2VP30
The Virtex-II PRO families are platform FPGAs for designs that are based on IP cores and
customized modules. The family contains multi-gigabit transceivers and PowerPC CPUs.
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They are user-programmable gate arrays consists of configurable elements and embedded
blocks. The generic architecture of the Virtex-II PRO family is shown in Figure 40.

Figure 40: Virtex-II PRO Generic Architecture Overview (Xilinx 2004)

Table 1 summarizes the important specifications of the XC2VP30 from the Virtex-II
family, which are:
•

Configuration Logic Blocks (CLBs): These are the functional elements for
combinatorial and synchronous logics including storage elements. Each CLB
includes four slices and two tri-state buffers. The individual slices contain two
function generators that are configurable as 4-input LUTs, 16-bit shift registers, or
16-bit distributed SelectRAM+ memory. Also, they include two storage elements,
an arithmetic logic gate, large Multiplexers, a wide function capability, a fast carry
look-ahead chain, and a horizontal cascade chain (OR gate).
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•

SelectRAM+ Memory Blocks: These provide 18 Kb Dual-Port RAMs,
programmable from 16K×1 bit to 512×36 bit RAM.

•

Embedded Multiplier Blocks: These are 18-bit×18-bit 2’s-complement signed
dedicated multipliers.
Table 1: XC2VP30 resources

Logic Cells (= 4-input LUT+1-FF+Carry Logic)
Slices

30,816
13,696

CLB (1=4 slices = max 128 bits)
Max Distributed RAM (Kb) 428
18×18 Bit Multiplier Blocks

136
18 Kb Blocks

136

Max Block RAM (kb)

2,448

Block SelectRAM+

•

DCMs

8

Maximum User I/O Pads

644

Digital Clock Manager (DCM) Blocks: provide self-calibrating, fully digital
solutions for clock distribution delay compensation, clock multiplication and
division, and coarse- and fine-grained clock phase shifting.

4.2.3.3. New-version of Digital board
Since the voltage of the PM connectors is not compatible with the output voltage of the
Digital board, a Logic Level Translator (LLT) is added to the Digital board. The function of
the LLT is to convert a CMOS signal from a voltage level of 5 V to a voltage level of
2.5 V. Figure 41 shows the block diagram of the new Digital board.
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Figure 41: Block diagram of the new Digital board

4.2.3.4. New Version of Firmware
The Virtex-II PRO FPGA’s abundant resources allow for the development of a new
structure for the signal processing unit. In the new structure, the following tasks are
assigned to the firmware:
•

Generates the sampling clock for the ADC on the Digital board.

•

Generate the control signal for the VGAs on the Digital board.

•

Provide the required circuit for the synchronization to GPS time.

•

In the acquisition procedure:
 Select a channel based on the user’s settings.
 Provide the frequency de-rotation to compensate for the Doppler frequency.
 Transfer the raw data1 to PC for the acquisition procedure.

•

In the frequency/code tracking procedure:
 Provide the required circuit for the clock drift compensation.

1

This is a data with rate of 4.9152 MHz.
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 Select five channel/BS combinations for tracking procedure based on the
user’s settings.
 Calculate the Channel Impulse Response (CIR) for the selected
combinations.
 Transfer the processed data1 to the PC for further processing of the tracking
algorithm.
•

Provides the required interface to the PC in order to transfer the raw data (in
acquisition) and processed data (in tracking).

4.2.4. Synchronization
As explained in Chapter 2, all BSs are synchronized to the GPS time. Since the receiver has
to support all position methods, such as TOA, where BS-MS synchronization is required, a
NovAtel GPS receiver is used for timing. It generates a 1 Hz clock2 synchronized with the
global standard time of Universal Time Coordinated (UTC). Since a much higher frequency
is required for the RF and signal processing units, a 10 MHz TCXO is employed. This
oscillator generates the required frequencies for the mixer, demodulator and FPGA global
clock.

Inside the FPGA, all modules are synchronized with this free running TCXO. The
synchronization is accomplished by generating a 2 s clock from the 1 PPS signal of the
GPS receiver; thus, an ambiguity remains as to the even or odd second. In the last data

1
2

This is a data with rate of 2.4576 MHz.
It is also called 1 Part Per Second (PPS) clock.
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packing stage before the data transmission to the PC, a flag is inserted every 1 epoch of the
PN sequence. This flag is reset by the GPS synchronized 2 s clock, the smallest clock
interval that can be used for synchronization, as there are an integer number of epochs in
the 2 s period. In other words, by using the 2 s clock, the flag reset does not occur in the
middle of the epoch. Therefore, depending on the frequency error ratio between the TCXO
and the GPS pulse, the last epoch in the 2 s interval can be shorter or longer than the other
epochs. This is illustrated in the synchronization block diagram of Figure 42. In this block
diagram, the last epoch of data becomes shorter than other epochs, which indicates that the
TCXO oscillator is operating slower than its nominal frequency.

Figure 42: Timing Synchronization Block diagram

The TCXO accuracy is 0.5 ppm. For the IS-95 with the approximate 2 GHz RF carrier
frequency – this is equivalent to a 1 KHz error. Figure 43 shows the frequency offset of the
received signal during three hours in static mode and demonstrates the long term stability
of the TCXO during this period.
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Figure 43: Doppler frequency variation in static mode

The frequency changes observed in Figure 43 are primarily due to small changes in
temperature1. To measure this frequency drift, which is a measure of the stability of the
TCXO clock, a statistical metric, namely the Allan variance, is used. Figure 44 depicts the
Allan variance of the TCXO. This implies that the TCXO is stable for periods less than 60
seconds, however, for longer time intervals, the lack of stability will causes significant
errors.

1

Other causes can be power supply fluctuation, shock, vibration and aging.
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Figure 44: Doppler frequency variation in static mode

4.2.5. Receiver Signal Processing Approach
For the signal processing implementation, two strategies can be applied: (i) sequential
processing and (ii) batch processing. In the sequential approach, the signal is processed
based on a sample-by-sample basis. In the batch approach, the signal is processed as a
batch of data. Van Graas et al (2005) define these terms for a GPS receiver and they are
applicable for this project. In addition, they compare the performance of the sequential and
batch strategies from the signal processing point of view. These two strategies can be
considered for both the acquisition and tracking procedures.

In the sequential processing approach, the acquisition and tracking loop are separated. The
signal is acquired by searching through the well-known two-dimensional search in
sequential steps. One implementation manner is to use a correlator to sequentially search all
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code phases for each Doppler frequency. Thus, the sequential acquisition process can be
understood as correlation in the time domain. In the sequential tracking process, a
correlator is employed (the same correlator can be used for both acquisition and tracking) to
correlate the incoming signal with the replica signal sequentially. The code phase of the
replica signal is instantiated by the result from the acquisition. The output of the correlator
is then used to calculate the tracking error by using a proper discriminator. The output of
the discriminator is first filtered by the loop filter and then is used to adjust the replica
code.

Conversely, in the batch processing approach, the acquisition and tracking procedures are
indistinguishable. In this approach, there are batches of replica signals created over the
code phase and Doppler frequency. Using a batch correlator produces a three-dimensional
signal image which shows the power of the signal for different code phases and Doppler
frequencies. The batch correlator computes the correlation coefficients for all code phases.
Thus, it can be realized as the FFT implementation discussed in Chapter 3. In the batch
processing approach there is not any closed loop for the tracking procedure.

In accordance with the above discussion, the sequential processing only requires dealing
with a few numbers of samples (of the received signal and replica code). Thus, it requires
less memory and computational resources. However, as the information of the sequential
approach is based on a small number of samples, its resistance to the external errors such as
noise spike and strong interference is limited. This feature is known as the observability of
the signal. On the other hand, in the batch processing, the number of computations is much
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higher than in the sequential processing. This difference comes from the fact that in total
the number of required computations is approximately the same for both approaches.
However, in sequential processing this computation is spread over time. The main
advantage of the batch processing over the sequential processing is its better signal
observability. This is caused by the fact that the signal is investigated as a whole and thus
external errors can be detected. Therefore, if the memory and the computational resources
are not an issue, batch processing can be used to give systems a better signal observability.
Signal Processing
Strategy

Sequential Processing
Approach

Batch Processing
Approach

Full Search

Local Search

Figure 45: Signal Processing Strategy categories

The batch processing can also be divided into two sub categories: (i) Full search and (ii)
Local Search. In the Full search, each data batch is processed independently and there is no
feedback from the previous result to the current processing. Conversely, in the Local
Search, the result of the previous processing (which can be the first Full Search, or another
Local Search) is used to reduce the search space of the current processing. Based on this
knowledge, it is reasonable to assume that in the absence of high dynamic (e.g aircraft), it is
more efficient to use the Local Search. Figure 45 shows different categories of the signal
processing strategies. The features of sequential and batch processing are listed in Table 2.
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Table 2: Summary of Sequential and Batch Processing characteristics

Memory

Signal

Capability of Parallel

Tracking

(# Samples)

Observability

Processing

Robustness

Low

not required

Low/Medium

High

required

High

Two <
Sequential
< Seven
Batch

Batches

The powerful Virtex-II PRO FPGA used in this thesis offers ample of resources and is
capable of parallelism in the receiver; thus, makes it possible to implement the Doppler
removal and de-spreading modules (i.e. the batch processing of the code phase tracking).
The signal processing begins on the PC by searching through all possible code phases and a
wide range of frequency offsets. Then, it is followed by the initialization of the frequency
de-rotation (Doppler removal) and replica code generator modules using the acquired
frequency offset and code phase, respectively. Afterwards, the code tracking is carried out
using a bunch of correlators inside the FPGA to obtain an overall view of the signal code
phase. The outputs of the correlators are sent to the PC to provide the required information
regarding the next replica code generator update1. Since the code tracking algorithm is
implemented in firmware (parallelism) and provides a total image of the signal and its
multipath, it is considered a batch processing design.

Conversely, the Doppler removal module is updated by two separate sequential processing
modules: (i) a module inside the FPGA to compensate the frequency error resultant from
1

More details are given in Chapter 5.
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TCXO clock drift, and (ii) a module on the PC to calculate the resultant frequency error
from the motion of the receiver. Figure 46 shows the flowchart of the signal processing in

Acquisition

the PLAN receiver.

Figure 46: Signal processing flow chart of the PLAN receiver, PC-based tasks (dark boxes), FPGAbased tasks (light boxes)

As it will be explained in Chapter 5, the high computational task of the code tracking is
accomplished inside the FPGA and thus it is not a bottleneck for the real-time receiver.
However, the frequency tracking procedure is done in the software, and is consequently the
most time consuming procedure of the signal processing. The repetition of this search is
indicated by the parameter L in Figure 46. Therefore, it is more desirable to compensate for
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the frequency error or part of it in firmware to increase parameter L and decrease the load
of the PC related to the search repetition. Three sources cause the frequency error in the
receiver: (i) the clock drift in transmitter, (ii) the clock drift in the receiver, and (iii) the
motion of the receiver.
f error = f Tx _ CLKDRIFT + f Rx _ CLKDRIFT + f Rx _ MOTION

(4.1)

Assuming that the clocks used in the BSs are precise, the frequency error related to this
term can be ignored. The frequency error related to the receiver motion can be calculated as

f Rx _ MOTION = f c ⋅

v
c

(4.2)

where f c is the carrier frequency, v is the speed of the receiver and c is the speed of the
light. Since the maximum speed of a car is typically 100 Km/h, the frequency error results
from this speed is 185 Hz. In Chapter 5, a method is explained to compensate the TCXO
frequency drift inside the FPGA. This method can reduce the frequency of the twodimensional searches and lessening the load of the PC.

4.3. Summary
This chapter covered the history of the PLAN receiver, the limitations of the previous
designs and the evaluation of certain criteria that led to the selection a FPGA (Xilinx
ML310). The next chapter will give a detailed account of the FPGA design and its results.
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CHAPTER 5: RECEIVER SIGNAL PROCESSING
IMPLEMENTATION IN FPGA

5.1. Implementation Challenges
The efficient management of resources (processor, memory etc) among different tasks is
the main challenge faced by any real time positioning system (satellite-based or groundbased). As mentioned before, the major procedures for such systems are: signal acquisition,
the code and frequency tracking and the position estimation. Among these procedures, the
Doppler removal and de-spreading modules1 are the most computationally demanding
tasks. In Chapter 2 it was mentioned that most position algorithms require at least three BSs
to find the position. However, more BSs are used in real systems to reduce the effect of
random noise in the position estimation. In order to take advantage of a large number of
BSs, the system has to be able to support the additional data provided by those BSs. For
instance, assume a multi-channel receiver for the IS-95 pilot channel capable of supporting
10 BSs per channel with an 8-bit quantization and a minimum Nyquist sampling rate of
2.4576 MHz. To acquire and track 10 BSs per channel, the system has to be able to process
1

Refer to Chapter 3.
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two Giga bits per second1. This is a substantial amount of data for a regular processor,
especially if it has to perform other operations such as executing a position algorithm.
Table 3 shows the computational load (Number of operation) of the Doppler removal and
de-spreading modules to process 1 ms of data for different sampling rates. The results
illustrate the computational load increment as the sampling rate increases. For a minimum
sampling rate of 2.4576 MHz, Table 4 depicts the computational load needed to support
different number of BSs.
Table 3: Computational load to process 1 epoch of data in a CDMA IS-95 receiver for one BS

Doppler Removal &
Doppler Removal Unit

Correlation Unit

Correlation Unit

Sampling Rate

Sin & Cos generation2

Multiplication3

Addition4

2.4576 MHz

131072

524288

262144

2.5 MHz

133333

533333

266667

5 MHz

266667

1066667

533333

Heckler & Garrison (2006) shows that a real-time complex correlation cannot be performed
on software GPS receiver using normal integer arithmetic. This is true for the 5-channel
IS-95 CDMA receiver as well. In order to have a real-time receiver, 30 correlations
(=5-CH×3×2-I/Q) have to be performed every epoch, assuming 3 correlators for Early,
Prompt and Late. To track the signals receiving by 5 channels, 1125 correlations per second

1

10 (base stations) × 5 (channels) × 2 (I/Q) × 2 × 1.2288 × 106 (Nyquist rate) × 8 (bits) = 1.96608 Gb/s
(#data in 1ms) × (#CH-BS) × 2 (Sin/Cos)
3
(#data in 1ms) × (#CH-BS) × [4 (Doppler Removal) + 4 (Correlation) * 3 (Early/Prompt/Late)]
4
(#data in 1ms) × (#CH-BS) × [2 (Doppler Removal) + 3 (Correlation) * 3 (Early/Prompt/Late)]
2
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have to be completed. To make this analysis more realistic, it is assumed that only 50% of
the CPU time is available. This means that in total 2250 correlations have to be completed
per second. A regular desktop computer with a 2.0 GHz processor is able to work at rate of
2×109 clock cycles per second which indicates that this processor can allocate 88889 clock
cycles per correlation.

However, a Pentium 4 processor can perform an addition in 1 clock cycle and a
multiplication in 14 clock cycles. Assuming minimum sampling rate of 2.4576 MHz, it can
be calculated that 7602176 clock cycles is needed which is much larger than 88889 the
limited number of clock cycles that the processor can provide.
Table 4: Computational load of processing 1 epoch of data, Fs= 2.4576 MHz

Doppler Removal &
Doppler Removal Unit

Correlation Unit

Correlation Unit

# of BSs

Sin & Cos generation

Multiplication

Addition

2

262144

1048576

524288

5

655360

2621440

1310720

10

1310720

5242880

2621440

Another problem arises when dealing with weak signals and dynamic platforms, which
require large data records (more than 1 epoch of data) and thus, a large RAM. The
minimum size of the RAM needed to support different numbers of BSs and the equivalent
data length (in second) in a 2-GB RAM are shown in Table 5. Here, the sampling rate is
2.4576 MHz. Although the size of the RAM cannot be a problem in current technology, the
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computational load of processing large amount of data is the main challenge encountered
by a real-time software receiver.
Table 5: RAM size for 1 sec data and total amount of data in a 2-GB RAM, Fs= 2.4576 MHz

# of Base Stations Minimum RAM size Number of seconds
Per Channel

(MB)

in a 2 GB RAM (s)

1

24.576

80

5

122.88

16

10

245.76

8

One method to cope with the stated challenges is to divide the signal processing tasks into
two groups, namely (i) the high computational load/low complex algorithms and (ii) the
intermediate or low computational load/high complex algorithms. The first group is
suitable for the firmware implementation, while the second one can be better developed in
software.

In this chapter, the signal processing procedure implementation of the PLAN receiver is
discussed in detail. The result of each procedure in the static mode is demonstrated and the
behavior and the limitation of the system in dynamic mode are explained.

5.2. Overall Design
To decrease the load of the PC in the PLAN receiver, the Doppler removal and
de-spreading procedures are implemented in an FPGA. Even though the FPGA has a higher
computational capacity than the PC, it still has limited resources – there are a finite number
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of logic cells, multipliers and RAMs. More resources can be gained through using a larger
FPGA; however, there is a tradeoff between the size of the circuit and the maximum
frequency that can be achieved. For a specific FPGA and design, the larger the design, the
lower the maximum achievable frequency will be. In this respect, a lower maximum
frequency obtains a lower sampling frequency that results in a coarser autocorrelation
function and thus, poorer position accuracy.

The goal of the FPGA processing in this project is not the actual computation of the
position estimation, but rather to provide a flexible platform capable of supporting different
positioning algorithms (or their combination) and to decrease the load placed on the PC so
that it can use a high resolution position algorithm such as those proposed by Lu (2007) and
Moghaddam (2007). Therefore, the system used in this project is designed as a prototype
system with the lowest possible sampling frequency (i.e. 2.4576 MHz) and the smallest
number of BS per channel (i.e. 1 BS per channel). Figure 47, as described in the following
paragraphs, illustrates the top level of the implemented system configuration.

The required clocks in the system, as mentioned in Chapter 4, are generated by employing a
10 MHz TCXO. To produce the clock for the digital segment of the system (after ADC
module), a PLL is used to generate a 24.576 MHz clock. This PLL derives a Digital Clock
Manager (DCM) module inside the FPGA. The DCM is used to produce clocks needed for
modules inside the FPGA with precise phase relative to each other.
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Figure 47: Assembled system

Before being sent to the FPGA, the I and Q signals from five channels are sampled by a
2.4576 MHz clock. Inside the FPGA, the sampled I and Q signals are multiplied by the sine
and cosine signals using five complex multipliers. After wiping off the Doppler frequency1,
one of the channels is selected and sent to the Synchronization module, which is
responsible for the synchronization of the received signal with GPS time.

In the synchronization module, a 2 s clock synchronized with the 1 Hz GPS clock, is
generated. The signal in two different paths have to become synchronized with this clock:
(i) the signal sent to the PC, and (ii) the signal in de-spreading module. The first
synchronization is accomplished by chopping the signal into data packets of 65536
complex samples. Each data packet starts with a Flag (i.e. a 16-bit known sequence of ‘0’s
and ‘1’s). Every 2 s, the position of the Flag in the data stream is modified to compensate

1

In this thesis, the Doppler frequency is defined as the combined frequency error generated by the (TCXO)
clock drift and the receiver motion.
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for the TCXO clock drift. These data packets are then transmitted to the PC for further
processing. The second synchronization is accomplished by resetting the correlators in the
de-spreading module by the 2 s clock.

A USBEE-ZX is used to transfer the data between the FPGA and the PC. It is comprised of
ten wires – 1-byte of data, a clock and a trig to indicate the transfer direction (i.e. ‘1’ for
‘from PC to FPGA’ and ‘0’ otherwise). All transmissions are initiated from the PC by
driving the clock line. To develop the proper communication, two USB interfaces are
designed on the PC and FPGA respectively. The PC sends 1-byte command to inform the
FPGA about the type of the data it should send to or receive from the PC. The USB
interface on the FPGA side consists of a state machine which receives and responds in
accordance to the received PC command. Since PC uses a separate clock, asynchronous to
the FPGA clock, there is a prone to metastability failure.

Different methods such as using a flip-flop or a MUX between two asynchronous clock
domains can be used to overcome metastability. As shown in Figure 48 (a), the flip-flop
method uses an extra flip-flop to register the data by the second clock (CLKB). Hence, the
downstream circuit (the circuit with input DB2) always receives the stable signal DB2. The
same situation will happen if the circuit in Figure 48 (b) is used.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 48: To overcome metastability between two clock domain (a) Flip-Flop (b) MUX

As explained in Chapter 4, the two-dimensional acquisition procedure initiates the code and
frequency tracking. The main part of the code tracking is implemented inside the FPGA
while the code tracking decision making is a Matlab code running on the PC. The
frequency tracking is divided to two segments, where one is related to the TCXO clock
drift and is designed inside the FPGA and the other is related to the receiver motion and is
executed on the PC every L seconds. The results of these two parts are added together at the
input of the NCO inside the FPGA. In order to increase the frequency tracking procedure
speed, the frequency error (or Doppler) range related to receiver motion is shrunk in the
successive repetitions of the search and thus is referred to as the Local Search1. However,

1

Refer to Section 4.2.5
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in the case of signal loss, the acquisition is executed with the default (wide) Doppler range.
The paths related to frequency and code tracking are illustrated in Figure 49.
FPGA
Synchronization
Two-dimensional Search /
Code decision Making

Frequency
Tracking

Doppler
Removal

Correlation

NCO
Carrier

PN
generator

USB
Interface

USBEE

+

Figure 49: System configuration related to code tracking (Red) and Frequency tracking (Blue)

The following sections provide a description of each module implementation. Section 5.3
goes over the design of the acquisition procedure. The code and frequency tracking are
discussed in the section 5.4. The chapter then concludes by explaining the test setup and its
results.

5.3. Acquisition
The acquisition procedure is a Matlab code that employs a complex FFT for efficiency.
This search procedure has to cover all the code and frequency uncertainty space. The total
code uncertainty space depends on the position and time uncertainty (Kaplan & Hegarty
2006):
2
2
2
σ CodePhase
= 4 σ Pos
+σ CP
_ Time

(5.1)
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2
where σ Pos
indicates the uncertainty of the position as a circle with radius of half of the chip

16
2
(≈120 m), and σ CP
(=65536) half-chip
_ Time indicates the uncertainty of half-chip in the 2

in one epoch of pilot channel. The Doppler uncertainty is proportional to the time, position,
user motion (velocity), oscillator uncertainties (Kaplan & Hegarty 2006):
2
2
2
2
2
σ Doppler
= σ Dopp
_ Time +σ Dopp _ pos +σ Dopp _ Vel +σ Dopp _ Oscl

(5.2)

Among these factors, the oscillator uncertainty is the dominant term. In the case of the
PLAN receiver this term is 1 KHz/ppm. However, in practice and in the static mode, the
experimental results show that the frequency range of [-300, 300] Hz is sufficient for the
first execution of the acquisition. The user can select the integration time by choosing the
number of epochs that participate in the acquisition procedure. Figure 50 and Figure 51
show the acquisition results for different integration times. As expected, increasing the
integration time enhances the chance of weak signal detection. For instance, more BSs are
detected in Figure 51 that are not clearly observed in Figure 50.
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Figure 50: Acquisition Result for 1 epoch (26.7 ms)

Figure 51: Acquisition Result for 4 epochs (106.7 ms)
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5.3.1. Doppler Removal Module
After the first repetition of the acquisition procedure, the Doppler range is narrowed. Since
the tests are set up in the static mode, it is anticipated that the Doppler frequency changes
are in a small range around the mean. However, some unexpected abrupt decreases in the
correlation power are detected that occasionally result in signal loss. To resolve this, the
time interval between the repetitions of the acquisition algorithm is decreased;
unfortunately, intermittent signal loss still persists. To investigate the problem further, the
Doppler search range is fixed to [-300, 300] Hz for consecutive repetition of acquisition.
Figure 52 depicts the sudden changes in the Doppler frequency over a 20-hour period.

Figure 52: Abrupt Doppler frequency changes

It is assumed that the phenomenon is caused by one of the following reasons:
1. The missing of some I and Q data packets during the time of data transfer between
the FPGA and the PC.
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2. The malfunction of the Doppler removal module as a result of an incorrect carrier
NCO frequency (update/generate).
3. An unknown problem regarding the real data transmitted by BSs1.
To study the first assumption, a counter is used in the FPGA and its output is sent to the PC
instead of the selected channel. A program on the PC is used to check the received data
from the FPGA by selecting the first sample as a correct number and comparing the rest of
the data with a counter output on the PC. The program is repeated for numerous times to
reveal that the transmission cannot be the case. To examine the second assumption, a
feature is added to the GUI to read the input phase of the NCO as well as to transfer the
NCO output to the PC. Tests show that the NCO is receiving the correct update values and
it generates the correct frequency based on its input phase. Figure 53 shows a sample of
the NCO output after sending a request for a 10 Hz sine wave. The NCO output is
transferred to the PC using a 4.9152 MHz clock. However, the NCO itself is clocked by
2.4576 MHz; therefore, the frequency of the sine in Figure 53 can be calculated by

f NCO



B− A
=
4
.
9152
MHz


2







−1

(5.1)

where A and B are the x-coordinates of two points on the sine separated by a distance of
one period. The calculation of the NCO output frequency, using Equation (5.1) shows that
the NCO is properly generating the desired frequency (10 Hz). Repeated testing confirms
that the NCO is not responsible for this problem, but some other unaccounted factor.

1

This is just an implausible assumption since it would bring down the whole network, which is not the case.
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The last assumption is investigated using an external PN generator which generates a
maximum length PRN15 sequence. The output of this simulator is connected directly to the
input of the RF unit. Similar peaks are observed from this examination that reveals the
problem is not related to the real data received from BSs, but the receiver itself.

Figure 53: A sample of NCO output which shows a 10 MHz sine signal.

To further analyze the problem, the Doppler range is expanded to [-1800 1800] in the
acquisition procedure. Figure 54 shows that after the Doppler range expansion, there are
several peaks with approximately the same amplitude in the acquisition result. Figure 55
depicts the two dimensional view of these peaks. Experimental results show that the
amplitude of peaks changes over time; therefore, the Doppler frequency procedure locks
randomly to one of them at each repetition. The time varying feature of this problem makes
it difficult to be captured and solved in a timely manner. However, it demonstrates that the
periodic signal loss is related to the time varying module in the system, i.e. the clock unit.
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Figure 54: Acquisition result for the strongest BS in the frequency range [-1800 1800] Hz

Figure 55: Correlation power of strongest BS for Doppler frequency range [-1800 1800] Hz
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To verify the system clock unit, the output of the local oscillator synthesizer is examined
using a spectrum analyzer. Figure 56 and Figure 57 show the output of the RF and IF LOs
respectively, and indicate the generation of the desired frequencies.

Figure 56: RF LO output (Lopez 2006)

Figure 57: IF LO output (Lopez 2006)
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However, it should be noted that the peaks in Figure 55 are only several hundred hertz apart
from each other; therefore, even if they exist, they cannot be observed in the scale of LOs’
output. To determine if the RF and IF LOs are the cause of the peaks, they are replaced
with two signal generators that have properly adjusted amplitudes and frequencies. The
resultant acquisition after this replacement is shown in Figure 58. Comparison of the Figure
58 with Figure 54 reveals that undesired frequencies are introduced by the LOs. Therefore,
instead of using the LO synthesizer for the RF and IF down-conversion, two signal
generators are used henceforth.

Figure 58: Acquisition result after replacing the LOs with signal generators
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Figure 59: Result of the frequency offset after using the signal generators

After this change, the frequency error during 20 hours is depicted in Figure 59. The mean
and standard deviation of the values in this figure are 284.78 and 8.96 Hz respectively. The
discrete values in this figure are because of using FFT method with coarse frequency
resolution of 6.25 Hz. Since the receiver is in static mode, the frequency changes can be
caused by TCXO clock drift resultant from temperature change, power supply fluctuation,
shock and vibration.

5.3.2. De-spreading Module
As mentioned in Chapter 3, employing more correlators increases the tracking jitter and
improves the MTLL, all of which make the tracking loop more robust against the noise
spike. Moreover, it provides a better observation of the signal and its multipath. This
information can be used to better detect and investigate the channel and the multipath
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signals. The high parallel computational capability of the FPGA suggests that more
correlators can be used in the receiver.

The size of the correlation window has to be large enough to (i) monitor all observable
multipath components of the signal and (ii) avoid signal loss in the interval of the code
tracking decision procedure execution. An investigation of the multipath suggests that, in
the worse case, it cannot occur beyond the 2 µs windows on either side of the main
correlation peak. It should be noted that the code tracking decision procedure execution
(correlation update) is mostly sensitive to the frequency tracking procedure executed on the
PC since the latter takes much longer than the code tracking decision execution. For
instance, assume there are three correlators, where the two outer ones are separated by half
of a chip (equal to 122 m) from the middle one. If the receiver speed changes from 0 to 60
km/h (or vice versa) in 10 s while the frequency tracking execution time is more than 10 s,
then the receiver will lose the correlation peak. Following this logic, assume that the
receiver, which uses a 2 GHz processor, can execute the frequency tracking procedure at
intervals of 40 s or less. Also, an ordinary car cannot have an acceleration that exceeds 4
m/s2; therefore, in order to avoid signal loss in the repetition of the frequency tracking
procedure, the correlation window should be at least 20 µs (to cover the 6 km interval), the
equivalent of 25 chips1. The receiver developed herein satisfies this requirement by
employing 50 correlators in the de-spreading module. However, this receiver cannot
support the acceleration of high dynamic platforms (e.g., 28 m/s2).

1

4×(40)2=6400 m, on either side of the correlation peak.
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As explained in Section 3.3.2, a Multiplier-Adder combination is traditionally used for the
de-spreading process. Using this approach, the IS-95 pilot channel requires two sets of
correlators for I and Q signals for each channel. This implies that 250 multipliers have to be
implemented for the 5-channel PLAN receiver – a number beyond what the Virtex-II PRO
is capable of providing (e.g. 136 multipliers1). The shortage of the required multipliers can
be solved by replacing the correlators with accumulators. This substitution is feasible since
the generated PN code is a sequence of ‘1’s and ‘-1’s, and the correlation is equal to simple
addition or subtraction of the previous result with the new sample. The intermediate results
of the accumulators are written with a 24-bit precision in the internal SRAMs inside the
FPGA. In the event of overflowing, an algorithm is developed on the PC to detect the
overflow and adjust the result.

Using the SRAM to store the intermediate result requires reading from and writing to the
same location of the RAM in one clock cycle. The Virtex-II PRO SRAM does not permit
the simultaneous read and write operations2. Furthermore, whenever the PC sends a ‘read
correlation’ command, the RAM output has to be available to the USB interface. Since this
should not make any interruption in the despreading process which also needs read and
write to the RAM, two SRAMs are employed for each accumulator. At each snap shot, the
despreading process reads the previous result from one RAM and writes the new result into
the other. It is important to note that the USB interface reads the results from the same
RAM that the despreading module reads from. This assures that there is no metastablity

1
2

Refer to Table 4.2
The Dual port RAMs are capable of simultaneously reading and writing from/to different addresses.
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issue due to the asynchronous FPGA/PC clocks since the PC is always reading from the
RAM that is not being written on. After 50 clock cycles, the read and write operations are
reversed and consequently the USB interface starts reading from the other RAM. Figure 60
demonstrates the overall correlator circuit based on an accumulator and two SRAMs.

Figure 60: Overall Correlator circuit

Another FPGA implementation challenge is related to the large PN sequence length factor.
Even for the lowest sampling frequency of 2.4576 MHz, 65536 bits are required for each
PNI and PN Q. Storing only one copy of the PN sequence in an internal or external RAM is
not an option since several PN generators require access to different addresses in the RAM
at the same time. Thus, such a design creates a bottleneck for accessing RAM. To avoid
this problem using a 5-channel system, at least five copies of the PN sequence are required.
Since this is larger than the RAM capacity of the Virtex-II PRO, a 15-bit LFSR, as
discussed in Section 2.4, is implemented to generate the PN sequence. The LFSRs are
initiated using the measured code phases in the acquisition procedure or the code tracking
decision making on the PC. Moreover, supporting 50 correlators requires generating 50
samples of the local PN sequence. Because these samples are sequential, one sample can be
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generated by the LFSR, while the subsequent samples are simply the delayed versions of
this sample. The final designed configuration is depicted in Figure 61.

Figure 61: PN Generation for sequential Coefficient Offsets

Each incoming signal has to be correlated with the output of the PN generator and 49
outputs of the delay modules. Consequently, these outputs have to be calculated during the
time interval of one sample; thus, the accumulator and PN generator modules need to be
clocked by 50 times of the incoming sample frequency. The implemented Correlation
method for two consecutive incoming samples is shown in Figure 62.

Figure 62: Implemented Correlation method for two consecutive snap shots
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5.3.3. Synchronization Module
As discussed earlier, the synchronization of the raw data1 is accomplished by inserting a
Flag at the beginning of every epoch of data. The Flag is reset by the 2 s clock
synchronized with the GPS time. The synchronization of the processed data2 is also done
by employing the 2 s clock as it is explained in the following paragraphs.

As explained in Section 5.2, a DCM is used to generate the required clocks for the digital
part of the system. As such, two clocks are produced: (i) 24.576 MHz (main clock) and (ii)
122.88 MHz for the de-spreading module. The main clock generates the divided clocks via
producing several clock enables. These clock enables can then be used, instead of gated
(combinatorial) clocks, to avoid the clock skew in the system.

The input clock of the DCM is produced by a PLL, synchronized with the 10 MHz TCXO.
As explained in Section 4.3.4, the accuracy of the TCXO is 0.5 ppm, which indicates that in
the worse case a 0.6144 chip shift occurs every second. The blue plot in Figure 63
illustrates the correlator peak drift that results in the loss of the peak after approximately 45
seconds. To compensate the TCXO drift in the de-spreading module, a signal synchronized
with the 1 PPS GPS clock is generated to reset the correlators every 2 seconds. The red plot
in Figure 63 shows the signal code phase after using the 2 s reset for TCXO drift in the
de-spreading module.

1

The data which is processed on the PC and is used for the acquisition and calculation of frequency error
induced by receiver motion.
2
The data, which is processed inside the FPGA, is the output of the de-spreading module.
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Figure 63: Correlator peak drift in the lack of GPS synchronization (blue) and after TCXO drift
compensation (red)

5.4. Tracking
Part of the frequency tracking is designed inside the FPGA to compensate for the TCXO
frequency drift. The other part of the frequency tracking which is related to the receiver
motion and the code tracking decision making procedure are designed on the PC. In the
following subsections, the code tracking and TCXO frequency error tracking are explained
in detail.

5.4.1. Code tracking procedure
Traditionally, the code phase tracking is carried out by dividing the correlation window into
two equal size windows: Early and Late. The power in both windows is calculated and the
correlation window is moved to reduce the power difference to less than a threshold.
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Alternatively, a simpler method of “correlation peak tracking” can be implemented if a
large number of correlators is being used.

In the PLAN receiver, the second method is more desirable since it is simpler and requires
fewer computations. To implement this method, the correlation outputs are sent to the PC,
where an algorithm adjusts the results for the probable overflow and detects the peaks.
Based on the detected peaks, the local PN generators are instantiated so that the generated
PN sequence and consequently the correlation window moves properly to adjust the peaks
in the middle. Figure 64 illustrates a sample of the correlators’ output.

Figure 64: Correlator output snap shot for Five BSs
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5.4.2. Frequency tracking procedure
The carrier NCO is updated by the addition of the frequency error caused by the TCXO
frequency drift and the receiver motion. The procedure to compensate the receiver motion
is the two-dimensional acquisition algorithm with a shrunk frequency error range. Figure
65 demonstrates the block diagram of the circuit inside the FPGA for the TCXO frequency
drift compensation. The main concept of the method employed is to count the number of
TCXO cycles within a certain number ( k ) of the GPS pulses.
fsmp_ ADC

fTCXO

fVCXO

1 _ PPS

Figure 65: Block Diagram of the Frequency Error Measurement related to TCXO frequency drift

To understand the theory behind this design, suppose two clocks that have respective
periods of T1 and T1 + δ , where δ represents the timing error between two clocks. If these
clocks are superimposed, as depicted in Figure 66, then the second clock will drift by δ
each time a new cycle begins. Therefore, if the time stamp acquired by the first clock
sampling the second clock is available, then the difference of two consecutive time stamps
will be equal to offset δ .
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δ

2δ

3δ

Figure 66: Two Clock with timing error

δ

To apply this approach in the PLAN receiver, a counter is used that is clocked by the main
clock of 24.576 MHz to generate a ramp function. The counter output resets every time it
reaches its maximum value. Suppose that the 1 PPS clock is used to sample this ramp
function. Then the difference between two consecutive sampled values d s divided by the
VCXO1 frequency is equal to δ :

δ=

(5.3)

ds
f VCXO

If the counter is M-bits, it can count from 0 to 2M-1 over the

2M
second period. In this
f VCXO

f

case, the counter overflows  VCXO
times within 1 PPS GPS clock. Ambiguity may arise
M 
 2 
with an overflow counter when two values are sampled before and after the counter
overflows. For instance, assume that two consecutive sampled values are 2 M and 2. δ may
seem to slip by “2 M-2” of the VCXO cycles where in reality it only slips by two cycles.
This ambiguity can be resolved by using the following function:

1

The VCXO frequency (

fVCXO ) refers to the output of the PLL in Figure 65.
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 d s1 = d s + 2 M

Calculate d s 2 = d s

M
d s 3 = d s − 2
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(5.4)

d s = Min{Mag (d s1 ), Mag (d s 2 ), Mag (d s 3 )}

where, d s1 is related to the case when the counter leads the PPS pulse, while d s 3 is related to
the case when the counter lags the PPS pulse. Consider the case where the 1 PPS pulse is
also divided by k , as depicted in Figure 65. This can further enhance the resolution of the
measured VCXO frequency error as will be explained in the following paragraphs. The
frequency of the VCXO can be expressed as
fVCXO = 24.576 MHz + f err _ VCXO

(5.5)

Or

TVCXO =

1
.
24.576 MHz + f err _ VCXO

Since the 1 PPS clock is divided by k , the new period related to the GPS pulse can be
′ = k seconds. This implies that in one period of the new GPS pulse, the Massumed as TGPS

f

bit counter can overflow  VCXO
.k times. The time duration for this number of overflows is
M 
 2 
calculated as

′
TVCXO

f

2 M . VCXO
.k
M 
2 

=
.
24.576 MHz + f err _ VCXO

The timing error δ can be calculated by

(5.6)
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′ − TVCXO
′
δ = TGPS

(5.7)

f

2 M . VCXO
.k
.
M 
2 

=k−
24.576 MHz + f err _ VCXO

Substituting (5.3) in (5.7) and solving for f err _ VCXO will result in
f err _ VCXO =

(5.8)

ds 
f

.
−  24.576 MHz − 2 M . VCXO
M 
k 
 2 

Selecting M = 16 eliminates the term inside the bracket and equation (5.8) is simplified to
f err _ VCXO =

d s Min{d s }
.
=
k
k

(5.9)

Equation (5.9) implies that the step or resolution size of the frequency error can be
increased by the factor

1
. However, the error frequency in the I and Q baseband samples is
k

related to the frequency error in the LO frequency (= − f err _ LO ). The relation between this
frequency error and the VCXO frequency error in Equation (5.9) is

f err _ LO = f err _ VCXO

f LO
f VCXO

(5.10)

.

Thus, the correction frequency of f err _ LO should be applied in the de-rotation procedure. In

(

)

other words, the input samples have to be multiplied by exp j 2π f err _ LO t . Nonetheless,

time is quantized by the sampling period of

∆t =

1
f smp _ ADC

=

(

1

Rsmp _ TCXO f TCXO + f err _ TCXO

)

(5.11)
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where, Rsmp _ TCXO is the ideal ratio of the desired sampling frequency to the ideal TCXO
frequency f TCXO (= 10 MHz). The required phase increment or decrement of the de-rotation
procedure is calculated as
∆φ NCO = 2π f err _ LO ∆t =

2π f err _ LO

(

Rsmp _ TCXO f TCXO + f err _ TCXO

)

(5.12)

.

Equation (5.12) can be simplified as Equation (5.13) as follows (This simplification can
cause the phase to be incorrect by at most 0.5 ppm):
∆φ NCO =

2π f err _ LO
Rsmp _ TCXO × f TCXO

.

(5.13)

Substituting (5.10) in (5.13) and using the GPS clock division of 16 ( k =16) results in

∆φ NCO =
=

2π
f smp _ ADC

2π
f smp _ ADC

⋅
⋅

f LO
fVCXO
f LO
fVCXO

⋅ f err _ VCXO
⋅

(5.14)

Min{d s }
16

For digital implementation of the NCO and based on discussion in 3.3.1.1, this equation
can be rewritten as
∆φ NCO =

2 31
f smp _ ADC

⋅

f LO
f VCXO

⋅

Min{d s }
16

= 4327.7778 × Min{d s }
The final designed phase error circuit is shown in Figure 67.

(5.15)
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f err

∆φNCO

′
TGPS

Figure 67: Final TCXO frequency error compensator

5.5. Code and Frequency Tracking Evaluation
To evaluate the code and frequency tracking algorithms introduced in the previous section,
the system should ideally be tested under real dynamic situations. In the cellular systems
the dynamic scenarios are limited to the terrestrial vehicles such as cars, motor bikes and
pedestrians. Due to logistic limitations, the receiver could not be tested in such a situation.
Therefore, an attempt was made to predict the behavior of the receiver under dynamic
conditions. In the following sections, the code and frequency tracking algorithm results are
explained separately. The results are valid because these two algorithms are executed on
different sites – frequency tracking inside the FPGA and code tracking on the PC – thus
they cannot impede one another. Consequently, two separate setup tests were performed to
independently evaluate their performance.

5.5.1. Code tracking test set up
As mentioned in Section 5.3.3, a signal is generated to reset the de-spreading module every
2 s to compensate the TCXO clock drift. To evaluate the functionality of the code tracking
algorithm running on the PC, the reset signal was disabled. This causes the correlation peak
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to drift 0.6144 chip every second in the worse case where TCXO clock drift is equal to
0.5 ppm. Figure 68 illustrates the correlation peak drift after disabling the 2 s reset signal
with different delay for the code tracking execution. The results demonstrate that the code
tracking algorithm is able to track the code phase changes results from the TCXO drift.

Figure 68: The result of code tracking

In reality, the code tracking has to be able to track the signal under dynamic conditions. As
such, two important dynamic scenarios are discussed: (i) when the car experiences extreme
acceleration or deceleration, and (ii) when the car maintains a constant high speed. The first
and most difficult scenario to simulate involves acceleration. Keeping in mind that the
fastest car acceleration does not exceed 28 m/s2, it would take approximately 10 seconds to
lose the correlation peak (a 12.5 chip shift equal to half of the correlation window). For the
second scenario, consider a car that travels at 100 km/h. Under these settings, it would
require 109 s before the correlation peak could drift more than half the correlation window
size. Considering these two scenarios, it is possible to conclude that the code tracking
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algorithm, which repeats within a 10 s time period, will be able to track code phase changes
under dynamic conditions.

5.5.2. Frequency tracking test set up
To evaluate the performance of the frequency tracking, a test setup was designed to
compare the measured Doppler frequency of the FPGA-based receiver with the Gage cardbased receiver. As explained in Chapter 4, the Gage card receiver employs independent
algorithms for signal (post-) processing. To avoid any discrepancies that may arise from
using different RF front-end units, a common PLAN RF front-end was used for both the
FPGA-based and Gage card-based receivers. The output of the common RF front-end is
split by a switch and is connected to the FPGA and the Gage card respectively. Two
common signal generators are used to produce the required RF and IF frequencies. To
generate a clock for the digital part of the receivers, two different TCXO-PLL boards are
used. This is necessary since the Gage-card receiver requires a minimum sampling
frequency of 2.5 MHz, while the FPGA-based receiver can work with a 2.4576 MHz clock.
Figure 69 illustrates the final test setup for the two receivers.
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Figure 69: Test set up using the Gage card post-processing algorithm for comparison

Figure 70: Result of frequency tracking
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The result of frequency tracking for both the FPGA-based and Gage card-based receivers
are shown in Figure 70. The Gage card-based receiver frequency error is measured using an
FFT algorithm with frequency resolution of 6.25 Hz. However, the frequency error in the
FPGA-based receiver is a direct read of the NCO input inside the FPGA. The mean and
standard deviation of the Gage card-based receiver and the FPGA-based receiver in both
cases of with and without TCXO frequency drift tracking is shown in Table 6.
Table 6: Mean and Standard Deviation of the Gage card-based and FPGA-based receivers with and
without TCXO frequency drift tracking

Receiver Type
Gage card-based

Mean (Hz) STD (Hz)
277.6250

5.3353

Without TCXO drift tracking

284.7872

8.9675

With TCXO drift tracking

269.8012

2.3764

FPGA-based

Even though it seems that using the TCXO frequency drift method improves the frequency
tracking result, this cannot be claimed. This is because the frequency resolution in
FPGA-based receiver with TCXO frequency drift is less than a hertz which is much finer
than the two other cases.
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

6.1. Conclusions
This thesis focused on the implementation and development of a general and highly flexible
real-time Signal Processing unit in a Multi-channel CDMA receiver for positioning.
Several steps were used to achieve this end. The first step was to insure that general and
highly flexible features of the receiver were met; thus, different positioning algorithms and
their system requirements were presented. For instance, to support the AOA method, an
antenna array should be used. This implies that the general receiver has to be able to
simultaneously process the received signals from each of these antennas.

The second step is to provide the receiver with a real-time capability through decreasing the
load of the microprocessor. This is accomplished by pre-processing the high rate data on a
more efficient platform before sending the data to the microprocessor for further
processing. This requires partitioning the signal processing unit into two groups of low and
high computational tasks and implementing each on the software and hardware platform
respectively. The FPGA is selected for the hardware platform because (i) it is easy to
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program and debug, (ii) it can provide massive amount of resources, and (iii) it is a flexible
platform, which allows the design to be modified to meet future needs.

Since the highest computational tasks are the Doppler removal and de-spreading modules
related to the frequency and code tracking algorithm, the third step is to study different
tracking algorithms to find a proper solution for firmware implementation. This study
recommends that the FPGA contain 50 accumulators for the de-spreading and a NCO and
several complex multipliers for the Doppler removal module.

The forth step is to construct the primary design of the receiver’s signal processing unit.
This includes the development of the Doppler removal and correlators inside the FPGA and
the acquisition procedure and the tracking decision making on the PC. The design quality is
evaluated in terms of scalability, the potential ability of the receiver to accommodate more
BSs, and optimality, how efficient the resources are used (internal FPGA logic cells, RAM
etc). In this regard, the firmware design is highly scalable due to its modularity, but is not
optimal. The primary design was initially optimal, however several subsequent changes
were made that decreased the optimality degree of the design.

The fifth step is to design the TCXO frequency drift compensation method inside the
FPGA to facilitate the real-time processing of the frequency tracking algorithm. Finally, the
last step entails testing the developed system under static scenarios and predicting its
behavior under dynamic scenarios.
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The result of the code and frequency tracking shows that the system is capable of tracking
the signal in static mode. It also demonstrates that the system is able to track the code phase
in any dynamic situation if the decision making algorithm is executed at intervals of 10 s or
less. Due to logistic limitations, the receiver could not be tested under actual dynamic
situations; hence, the frequency tracking could not be evaluated under this condition.

6.2. Suggestions for Future Work
As mentioned before, the employed FPGA, Virtex-II PRO, is a very powerful FPGA with
ample resources. This gives the opportunity for future expansion of the system. The
synthesis result of the current design which supports five channel-BS combinations is
depicted in Table 7.
Table 7: Virtex-II PRO device (2vp30ff896-6) utilization, Synthesis Result

Device resource (Number of) Used Total

Percentage

Slices

5446 13696

39%

Slice Flip Flops

7082 27392

25%

4 input LUTs

8781 27392

32%

I/O

77

556

13%

BRAMs

20

136

14%

MULT18X18s

19

136

13%

DCM

1

8

12%
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To further expand the system and support more BSs, two limitation factors should be
considered: (i) the FPGA resources, such as Number of Slices, size of RAMs, and number
of Multipliers, and (ii) maximum frequency.
(i) FPGA Resources:
1. Number of Slices: By assuming a linear relationship between the number of
slices and the number of supported BSs, the FPGA can provide the
additional slices needed for seven more BSs.
2. Number of RAMs: The number of required RAMs depends on the number
of accumulators, where there are two RAMs per accumulator and two
accumulators per BS. Thus, the system can provide the necessary number of
RAMs to support an extra 29 BSs.
3. Number of Multipliers: Four real multipliers are used for the 32-bit×32-bit
multiplication in Figure 67. These multipliers remain the same despite the
number of supported BSs. However, for each complex multiplication inside
the Doppler removal module, an additional three real multipliers are being
used, which indicates that the FPGA can supply additional multipliers
needed for 39 more BSs1.
Other FPGA resources are approximately the same for different number of BSs. Based on
the above discussion, twelve BSs could be supported in total.
(ii) Maximum Frequency:
The current maximum frequency is 176.678 MHz, which is far greater than the required
frequency of 122.88 MHz – 50 times the sampling rate of 2.4576 MHz. This implies that
1

4+3×(5+N BS)=136.
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the system can support more BSs. However, the relation between the maximum achievable
frequency and the maximum number of BSs is not clear; therefore, no assumption can be
made about the effect of this limitation. It should be noted that since the design is not
optimal, the maximum achievable frequency can be further increased by improving the
design optimality (e.g. use pipelining for all segments of the design that are combinatorial –
non-clocked).

While improvements can be made for the maximum frequency and FPGA resources, it is
important to remember that this design has two key advantages that make its continued
development worthwhile. First, the current design uses the Verilog codes, implying that the
current FPGA, Virtex-II PRO, can be replaced with other FPGA devices without design
modification as long as the new FPGA has sufficient resources. Second, the design’s
modularity allows it to be adapted to other CDMA receivers (e.g. GNSS receivers). For
instance, the following changes are required in order to use the firmware in a GNSS
receiver:
1. Replace the pilot channel LSFR with the desired PRN LFSR,
2. For each supported PRN, an equivalent Doppler removal module should be used,
The second change indicates that the final GNSS receiver cannot support as many BSs as
the IS-95 receiver, and thus can be considered as a restriction.
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